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GeraldJ Blidstein

INTRODUCTION: SETTING THE PARAMETERS
It is possibleto approach the topic of talmudic openness to non-judaic cultures in
two ways. One can focus on rabbinic consciousness and examine the Talmud's
discussion of whether non-Jewish culture is a legitimate resource for Jewish
spiritualiry and civilization. Obviously, explicittalmudicacknowledgment ofbor
rowing would be relevantto this rubric. "Whatdid the rabbis say about . . . ?"is
then our proper question. A second approach focuses on rabbinic absorption of
non-Judaic motifs, values, and patterns; it studiesimplicitcultural diffusion-not
"What did the rabbis say?", but rather: "What did the rabbis do?" The major task,
then, is to survey rabbinic creativiry and civilization in terms of its roots, investi
gating if and how the rabbis whose opinions are cited in talmudic literature
(hereinafter: the Sages) learn and borrow from surrounding cultures. The assump
tion here is that one can learn much more about the interaction of rabbinic and
general culture by observingthe data ofthis interactionthemselves, rather than by
ferreting out the relatively rare explicit utterance. This pragmatic test would
seemingly be more significant than the scholastic questionofwhat the rabbis said
when they considered the issue.
More significant, and certainly more challenging. Producing a record of what
the Sages said is not an especially subtle task; it relies more on legwork than on
analysis or judgment. But the modern mentality, especially, assumes that there is
much more to a personthan what he communicates explicitly, and that the sameis
likelyto be true ofa cultureas a whole. (Ofcourse, this is not an exclusively modern
attitude- /0ha-midrash 'ikkar e/a ha-ma'aseh- "the main thing is the doing, not the
teaching," as the ancient rabbinic sage says. [Avot 1:17])To study the roots of a
culture then, one must dig beneath the surface, and that means exploration of
delicateand virtually impalpable connections, reactions, responses, influences, and
adaptions. Furthermore,as I haveindicated, the explicitstatementis sporadicand
rare, but we are really concerned with the broad impact of an entire civilization.
Material culture aside, the range of the question is staggering:Hellenistic philoso
phies and religions; law, science, and folklore; literaryforms and techniques-as
well as substantive literary motifs.
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Unfortunately, this quantitative dimension puts the question of whether (and
how) the Sages absorbed values, concepts, and patterns of behavior from the
surrounding Culture beyond the parameters of this essay and, indeed, outside the
grasp of this author. But the difficulry is not merely quantitative. For the issue of
influence has become rather thorny in recent years. It is increasingly dear that the
criteriafor establishingculturaldiffusion mustbe drawn rigorously and that m.any
erstwhile claims for influence must be reexamined. Rule-of-thumb resemblance is
obviously not adequate, nor is posthoc ergo propter hoc. Patient research uncovers
ever-earlier sources for ostensibly later phenomena; the possibility of parallel
development can rarely be ruled out; deeper inquiry reveals significantif delicate
differences between phenomena, and so on.
Thus, Elias Bickerman makes these suggestive comments in the Retrospect to
his final book:
~

We have often contrasted Hebrew andGreek thought . . . butwehave rarely pointed
to Greek influences. In thefirst place, Jerusalem was no more unchanging than Athens.
Many unexpected traits that appear to be un-Jewish . . . may result from . . . the
existence ofanunknown force ofthefirst magnitude thatdisturbs any calculation of in
fluences . . . acommon Levantine civilization stubbornly persisted under Macedonian
rulers. . '.' On the otherhand, Greek ideas did percolate down to theJews inJudea,
even to those wholacked theadvantages ofaGreek education. Although in isolated and
fragmentary manner . . . theJews drew upon new insights, adopting those elements of
Greek culture that appeared to them useful or stimulating, and negleetingthe
rest . . . discoveries of borrowings and influences have onlya modest heuristic value
unless we can learn why and to what purpose the new motif was woven into the
traditional design. . . . As Vico observed more than two centuries ago, people accept
only the ideas for which their previous development has prepared their minds, and
which, letusadd, appear to be useful to them. 1
And Bernard Jackson concludes his survey of the methodological problems
surrounding the investigation of the impact of foreign systems of Jewish law
(halakhah) with a different, but equallysuggestive, metaphor:"The effect of Greece
was also that of a catalyst-a fertility drug rather than a parent."2
Needless to say, the topic provokes basic debate. Martin Hengel, for example,
sees a deeply Hellenized Judaism by Maccabean times.? Morton Smith states,
1. E. Bickerman, TbeJtJjIs liz the GnekAge(Cambridge, 1988),298-305.
2. B. Jackson, "Source;s andProblems," inhisEswys inJtJjIisb andComparillive Legal History
(Leiden, 1975), 1-24. Fora much more extensive and annotated discussion, seeJackson's

"On the Problem of Roman Influence on the Halakhah and Normative Self-Definition in
Judaism," in E. P. Sanders, et al., eds., JtJjIisb andChristian Self-Definition 2 (Philadelphia,
1981), 157-203.
.
3. M. Hengel,Judaism andHellenism, 2 vols. (London, 1974). For references to critical
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·'Palestine.i;jJj~#1e first c:;entury was, profoundly Hellenized . . . the Hellenization .
.extended eyem,to;the,basicsttueture of-much rabbinic thoughr.'" Henry Fischel
puts.it pitbil¥.(thoughfar from absolutely): "The Pharisees may have been the most
Iiell.e.nized;'.groupinJudea..... The strongly Israel-centered and devout makeup
ofthe Pllad~.eesand.T,annaim does not preclude Hellenization."? Arnaldo Momig
llano, on·thcr9therha@. provides a different judgment: "By writing in Hebrew and
preserving'Jheir spiritual independence, men like Kohelet and Ben Sira saved the
Jews from-the intellectual sterility which characterized Egyptian and Babylonian
life under the Hellenistic kings. . . . In terms of politkal and economic organi
zation the Jews were certainly more Hellenzied after the Maccabean revolution
than before it. But each ofthe leading Jewish sects ofPalestine developed a style oflife
which . . . kept Hellenization on the surface."
.
But we ought to remember that the meaning ofstatements often depends on their
reviews of this influentialbook,seeD.Schwartz, Studies inthe]ewish Background ojChristianiry
(Tubingen, 1992), 40, n. l1.
4. M. Smith,"Palestinian Judaism in the FirstCentury," in M. Davis, ed., Israel: Its Role
in Civilization (New York, 1956), 71.
5. H. A. Fischel, "Story and History: Observations on Greco-Roman Rhetoric and
Pharisaism," in D. Sinor, ed., American Oriental Society, Middle West-Branch, Semi-Centmni4l
Volume (1969), 82. Further on, though (pp. 85-86), Fischel identifies seven modes by
which the Sagesadapted that which theyadopted. Nonetheless, the majorthrust of Fischel's
work (inthis and other essays) isto demonstrate the Hellenistic impacton the literaryculture
of the Sages.
6. A. Momigliano,AlienWisdom: TheLimits ojHellmization (Cambridge, 1975),95 -96,
114. See, as well, Saul Lieberman's inrroduction to his Yevannit ve-Yavnut be-Ere:{: Yisra'el
(Jerusalem, 19~2), xi-xiii. These comments, as well as Lieberman's "How Much Greek in
Jewish Palestine?" (below, n. 82) seem to minimize the extent of Hellenistic influence in
comparison with the impression left by hisearlierGreek in]ewish Palestine (NewYork, 1992)
and Hellenism in]ewish Palestine (New York, 1950) (seealsonn. 23, 38). For a critiqueof these
seminal works, see G. Alon, Mel}karim be-Toledot Yisrael2 (Tel Aviv, 1958), 248-77; also
published in KiryatSifer 20 (1943): 76-95.
For reasons that do not concernus here, the overwhelming bulk of research in our topic
concerns the impact of Hellenistic culture on Judaism, and my discussion will follow that
parrern. The BabylomaoTalmudwas not created, however, in the Hellenistic orbit, and Ezra
returned to the Land ofIsrael from Babylon and its culture.To further complicate marrers,
it is thought likely that Hellenism itself incorporated Babylonian elements, that Iranian
concepts continued to flow into Greco-Roman culture (even in ~mran?), and that the
rabbisof Babylonand the Land ofIsraelshared manyelements of a Near Easternculturethat
included Babylonian components (see n. 105). For some recent writing on the subject,
see I. Gafiti, Y~ BttJJtl be- Ttkufat ha- Talmud (Jerusalem, 1991), 161-76; J. Neusner, "How
Much Iranian inJewish Babylonia?", in his Talmudic]w:/aism in Sassanian BabylOnia (Leiden,
1976), 139-49;S. Shaked, "Hashpa'otha-Dat ha-Iranit 'al ha-Yahadut," in H.Tadmor,ed.,
Ha-Historiah shel 'Am Yisra'el-ShilJat ~iyyon (Jerusalem, 1986), 236- 50, 315-17; idem,
"Iranian Loanwords in MiddleAramaic," Encyclopedia Iranica II (London, 1987), 2~9-61.
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context and their point of departure. The Western historian who minimizes the
extent of Hellenization in ancient Judaism does not intend to adopt the tradition
alist's view that all Oral Law is from Sinai, with nary an element of alien influence
(if that, indeed, is the traditionalist's view). Momigliano's "surface," for example,
might be painfully deep for believers-his historical and ideological assumptions
unacceptable, Furthermore, to argue for the Semitic as against the Hellenistic roots
of rabbinic institutions may not preserve the pristine, noncontaminated image of
talmudic culture. The issue is not merely terminological, however, it is a matter of
bask method. Contemporary methodologies of historical research rule out state
ments of faith. But the believer claims, to the contrary, that historical research
which has not taken the assertions of faith seriously, has simply ignored relevant
facts. The gap may be well-nigh unbridgeable, then. Or should we say, as scholars
delight in doing, that the answer lies somewhere between the two poles? Historical
method, too, makes its own faith-assertions. And, on the other hand, it is no simp\!:
matter to limn the parameters of the Sinaitic Oral tradition (Torah sbe-be'al peh), and
even the more systematic of the great medieval thinkers do not provide conclusive
.definitions. All in all, there is little discussion which takes both poles of the
question seriously and attempts to provide an integrated picture.
The question of historical consciousness may also be relevant to our enterprise.
If the Sages were not possessed of historical consciousness (whose origins will be
assigned either tQ the Greeks or to nineteenth-century Europeans), then their
willingness to accept ideas and patterns of behavior that are Greek at their source
becomes less signiflcant. Not, of course, from the historical point of view, which
records shifts in cultural preferences over the years, suggests causes, plots patterns,
But the Sages' consciousness becomes a crucial category ifwe view their historical
behavior as probative. Unconscious assimilation of cultural patterns is not very
instructive from a normative point of view, for it happens unawares and does not
reflect those characteristics on which the normative discussion is based. The issue
which provides the backdrop for this book rises, after all, in the full light of
contemporary consciousness, as we ask what is to be our knowing relationship
with non-Jewish cultures. Paradoxically then, the mere existence of cultural
diffusion-even of a broad and sweeping kind-may not be terribly significant,
the most isolationist may well admit that talmudic authorities or latter rabbis
absorbed much from the "outside" yet not feel that his position is compromised."
In raising the issue of rabbinic self-consciousness I do not intend, of course, to
prejudge the matter. One ought not to assume out of hand that the Sages did not
reflect on the character of their enterprise. Indeed, there are a number ofindications

I

1

7. See for example, J. D. Bleich, Contemporary Ha14khic Problems I (New York, 1977),
xv: "The foregoing should not in any sense generate the impression that subjective con
siderations . . . should ever be allowed consciously to influence scholarly opinion." For
extensive discussion of the role of nonconscious activityin this area, see Jackson, "Roman
Influence."
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to the contrary. One example is the famous anecdote which tells of Moses' visit. to
.the acadcemy of R. Akiva, his disappointment when he could not understand the
. lessontaught, and his reliefwhen he was told that all R. Akiba taught was not less
than "ateaching [hak4khahJgiven to Mosesat Sinai."s The famous Mishnah hovers
at the brink of self-consciousness as it ponders the roots of substantiveJewish law:
"Release from vows hovers in the air and have naught to support them; the rules
about the Sabbath, Festal offerings, and Sacrile~e are as mountains hanging by a
hair, for Scripture is scanty and the rules many." In a less well-known remark, R.
Akiba replies to the charge that his legal ruling effectively eliminates a topic of
Torah law (the possibility of zab): "You are not responsible; for the laws of uh,"
suggesting,almost, that interpretationcan declareits independenceofthe concrete
reality intended by the text.'? Some discussions indicate an awareness of the
sophisticated character of other aspects of rabbinic creativity; one thinks of the
midrashic explorations of the nature of midrash itself, the different modalities by
which Scripture may be understood, and the possible mutuality of peshat (literal
meaning) and derash (nonliteral); Or, to choose another topic, the Talmud's
consciousness of rabbinic disagreement in matters of haJaithah and its implications;
the resolution ofsuch problems by the statementthat all the contending viewsare
"the words of the living God,,11 or the way that the human majority of Sages
overrulesthe declared opinion ofGod himself. 12 Yet, it remains the-case that very
little of this energy is spent on the issue of foreign versus native influences. Even
when we-detect an awareness ofthe gap between the pristine meaningofScripture
and the teaching of the talmudic authorities, the rabbis do not-and need
not-assume that this gap was opened by the impact of non-Jewish cultures.
Rather, it is the nature of rabbinic creativityitself which is explored.
The contemporary historian's question, in any case, is far broader than the
earliersimplistic: "Who took from whom?" Increasingly the task is to describe the
development of cultures in holistic terms, to look for phenomena.that are shared
across boundaries, and to see how different peoples are parts of overarching
patterns. At the sametime,of course,the historianis sensitive to the different ways in
which different peoples adopt or synthesizea common perspective. Finally, he or
she will also cultivate an awareness of how and why groups reject the beliefsand
mores which may dominate their environment. Now, the historian's agenda may
yet be relevanteven froma normativepoint ofview. Butthis would be the caseonly
if we assume that the career of rabbinic creativity is a controlled and disciplined
venture, that it possesses either a large rational component or at least projects a
pattern (evenif ofintuitive behavior) that can be imitated,that it canserveas model.

Clearly these are major issues, and they-along with the guesswork involved in
identifying the presence of cultural diffusion, and the scope of the question it
self-lead me to focusin this essayon the obiter dicta ofthe Sages,on theirexplicit
consideration of the relationship ofJudaism and Jews to non-Jewish culture.

8. MenaJ;ot 29b. Already Rashi, s.v. nilyashvah, attempts to pull thestingoftheaggadah.
9. M./lagigah 1:8.
10. M Zabim2:2.
11. 'Eruvin llb.
12. BabaMqia 59b; p. Mo'ed K4tan 3:1 (81d).

And thou shalt talk ofthem (6:7): Make them matters of basic importance and not merely
incidental bydiscussing nothing butthem, and by notmixing other matters with them, as
some onedid. You might say, "I have learned thewisdom ofIsrael, sonowI will go and
learn the wisdom of the othernations;" hence Scripture says, To 'UJalR therein (Leviticus
18:4) and notgetfree ofthem. Similarly Scripture says, Letthem heonly thine 01P1l, andnot

THE STUDY OP'NONTORAlTIC MATERIALS

The Wisdom of the Nations-s-Banned Study?
Explicit discussion of the legitimacy of knowledge that is not anchored in the
Judaic tradition generally takes place in the context of the norm of Toraq-study,
That is to say, the question will be generallyframed as to whether one maystudy
non-judaic material (or nontoraitic materials); a common phrase relatesto the study
of"Greekwisdom"as the topic. mooted. This, itself,is characteristicof the rabbinic
perspective which attaches fundamentalsignificance to study as a primaryaqivity
of the Jew, and as the matrix from which flow value and meaning. If one wants to
ask whether non-judaic cultureis a legitimate component of a Jew's consciousness,
one begins by asking whether it is a legitimate object of study. As we shallsee, to
be more precise one asks how such knowledge relates to the overarching impera
tive that Torah be the object of study. The possible illegitimacy of non-judaic
knowledge is the flip side, then, of the totalizing legitimacy of Torah. What is
derived from a Greek source is ipso facto contaminated; it can certainly not be
normative. But the reluctance to banish "Greek wisdom" on its own merits may
have other, different, implications.
. The most explicitdiscussion of our topic by the Sages focuses on the legitimacy
of studying "Greek wisdom" (~oltbmat Yevanit) or "the wisdom of the nations,"
alongsideor insteadofthe "wisdomof'Israel" (~oltbmat Yisrae~. Though no talmudic
sourceindicateswhat is included in this wisdom, it is likely that literature, rhetoric,
and philosophy are what is meant, while language instruction is a matter offurther
debate.
.
1. A basic, unambiguous stand on our issue is presented in the Tannaitic
midrash to Deuteronomy 6:7 ("... talk of them when you stayat home and when
you are away, when you lie down and when you get up"), a verse traditionally
understood as undergirding the imperative of Torah study:

1
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strangm with thee (pro.verbs 5:17). Wbtn thou wa/kar, it shall lead th«;wben tbou liardOVJ1l,
itshallVJ4ICbJTvtr th«;,and when thou awa/ear, itshall talk VJilh th«(Proverbs 6:22). When thou
'Wa/leest, #;shaJl ltadtbttin thisworld; 'When thou liest dOVJ1l, it shal/watcb OVtI'tbee, in the hour
of death; and 'When thou awa/eat, in the days of the Messiah,itshall talIe with thee, in the
world-to-come.'?

The study ofTorah is not to be diluted by other sources of knowledge, nor is it
to be abandoned for other, non-Jewish materials. Our statement begins ambiguously
enough, to be sure. It is unclear, in fact, whether the opening sentence deals with the
study of competing cultures or simply with other, secular pursuits. Is "some one" a
heresiarch seduced from Torah by Greek wisdom? Indeed, the fear that the study of
alienwisdom can turn a man from the path ofGod ought not to be taken lighdy, for
the connection ofsuch study and heresy is made throughout the talmudic period. 14
Or is "some one" simply a rabbi who turned professor or even stockbrocker?
Be this asit may,our midrashthen proceeds to describe the student who says he
"has learned" the wisdom-of Israel and-is now eager to learn the wisdom of the
nations as well. This is immediately seen as, in effect.an.attempt to free oneself of
Torah. Perhaps we are to understand our student as saying, "I have learned all there
is to Torah." Or, more radicalty"perhaps even the attempt to complement Torah
with the study of other materials is, ipso facto, a rejection of Torah, and hence
reflects an attempt to liberateoneselffrom the "wisdom of Israel," Clearly,our passage
takes an all-or-nothing position: it is to be tltherthe wisdom ofIsrael orthe wisdom
of the other nations-one cannot have both. For it is the wisdom ofIsrael which
alone accompanies the Jew though life and death, guides him to the Messianicera,
13. Sifi't Deuteronomy, sec. 34. I have adapted somewhat the translation ofR. Hammer,
Sifi't (New Haven, 1989), 64-65. A virtually identical comment is found in the Sifra to
Leviticus 18:4 (SifraA1}ard 13:11 [86a-bD.For rabbinic discussion of the materials in this
section, see E"€yHoptdia Talmudit XV, col. 59-64, 68-78.

14. R.David ~ Hoffinannreads "someone" asa reference to R.Eiashaben Abuyah, the
famous renegade from Judaism who was also accused of favoring "Greek books" (see Midrash
Tannalim, p. 27); see also Finkelstein's note in hisedition ofS!fitz, p. 61,andthe commentofR.
Hillel to Sift't. Others understand the opening ofour passage not as referring to competing
areas ofstudy at all, butsimply to business or social activities; seeRashi, Yoma 19b, s.v. )/e-Io;
R.Samson of Sens, as given in S. Lieberman's review of the Finkelstein edition, Kiryat Seftr
14 (1937-38): 333; KorbanAbaron to Sifra. The fear that the studyof Hellenistic culture
Will lead the J~ to abandon his people or corrupt his faith is made explicit elsewhere.
Finkelstein pointsto the comment ofR. Simeon b.Menasyah (Sifrt, sec,48, ed. Finkelstein,
p. 110):"... drink from your creator's waters (i.e. Torah) and do not drink of muddy
waters,lest you be pulled inthe direction of minut(gnosticism?~" andone may add the more
oblique statement in M. Awt hll. Sifi't Deuteronomy (sec. 345) alsospeaks of the scholar
(talmid ~alebam) "whoabandoned the study ofTorahandwentoffto other matters," a phrase
describing apostasy, according to M.Ber, who argues that the phenomenon wasnot all that
unusual (?ion 55:4 [12901:410~ Seealso R. Yot,anan, p. peab 1:1 (15c).
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and is present with him in eternal life. There can be nothing else nor need there be.
It is possible, ofcourse, to explain our passage in the light of its openingphrase,as
asserting axiological priority; insisting that Torah is the only source of value and
allowing the student to devote effort to the wisdom of the nations so long as he
recognizes its inferior status. But irrespectiveofthe conceptual or practical feasibil
ity of this approach, it clearly goes beyond the plain meaning of the remainder of
our text, which paints a more uncompromising picture.
The terminology used here is itself revealing. Phrases like "wisdom of Israel"
and "the wisdom of the other nations" are not commonplaces and also seem to be
circuitous ways of referring to Torah and secular knowledge. The significant point
is not, I think, the contrast drawn between the origins of one type of wisdom as
against the origins of another, as though national loyalty is at issue. We ought to
note, rather, that these phrasesare part of a quotation; this is how the individUjJ.l who
wishes to study the non-Judaic materials presents his program. (Indeed, such phrases
are generally found in this context, as we shall see.) In doing so, he already
establishes the verbal-and substantive-equivalence ofthe two bodies ofknow
ledge. Both are "wisdom"; they merely differ in their points of origin. (Perhaps,
even, both points of origin are human, simply representing different cultures.) The
medium, then, is virtually the message, and the midrash has no choice but to demur.
One wonders whether a different descriptive mode, one which would have posed
the query in terms of "God's Torah" and the "wisdom of the other nations"would
deserve a different answer. Indeed, when the baraitha (rabbinic passage) approv
ingly describesthe school ofthe Patriarch, where in fact both types ofwisdom were
taught, it balances "Greek wisdom" with "Torah."1 5
Two other terminological points are in order: first, our midrash does not single
out Greekwisdom for specificrejection (asdo other sources). It is the "wisdom ofthe
nationS' that is not a proper topic of attention. Secondly, the nations do possess a
wisdom. True, the phrase may be sarcastic; or it may only reflect the perspectiveof
our ambitious student. But inasmuch as we find the phrase in simple declarative
sentences aswell, 16 we may fairly take it at facevalue. Expanding on this last point,
it is interestingthat our midrashdoes not condemnthe wisdom of the nationsperseor
declare it evil. Rather than devote attention to non-Jewish culture, the Jew is to
devote himselfto Torah alone: that is the crux. This objection can itself, of course,
be interpreted in different ways. We maysay that other studies are bittul Torah, time
taken away from the rightful pursuit of Torah. Taken more seriously, we may say
that the two cultures stand in unalterable opposition, that the imperative that one
study Torah consequently implies that one study nothing else, and that Torah is
sufficientunto its devotee. Nonetheless, our midrash does not go so far as to attack
15. Baba Kamma 83a and parallels.
16. M. Sotah9:14.
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non-Jewish.eulrure,or even to offer any evaluative comment-unless the declara
tion that other cultures are not Torah is enoughl
2. Talmudic discussions of the issue are much more varied than our univocal
Tannaitic midrash. Here is the classic passage in the Babylonian Talmud:
GEMARA. It wastaught. R.Jose says, Even if theold [shewbread] was taken away in the
morning and the newwasset downin the evening there is no harm. Howthen amI to
explain theverse, "Before ~ contimJallj' (Exodus 25:30)? [Itteaches that] the tableshould
not remain overnight Without bread.
R. Ammi said, From these words ofR. Jose welearnthat even though a man learns but
one chapter in the morning and one chapter in the evening he has thereby fulfilled the
precept of" Thisbook of the law shal1 notdepart out of thymouth" (Joshua 1:8).
R. [ohanan said in the name ofR. Simeon b. Yo!}ai, Even though a man but reads the
Shema morningandevening he has therebyfulfilled theprecept of"[This book ofthe law]
shall not depart." It is forbidden, however, to say this in the presence of an 'am ha-arq;
[ignoramus-I. ButRaba said, It isa meritorious actto sayit in the presence of 'am ha-arq:.
BenDamah the sonofR. Ishma'el'ssister onceasked R.Ishma'el,May onesuchas1who
has studied the whole of the TorahlearnGreek wisdom? He thereupon read to him the
following verse, This book of the law shall not depart out of thy mouth, but thou shalt medit4re
therein day and night. Go then and finda time that is neither dayor night and learn then
Greek wisdom.
This, however, is at variance withthe view ofR. Samuel b. Nahmani, For R. Samuel b.
Na!}mani said in the name of R.Jonathan, Thisverse is neither duty nor command but
a blessing. ForwhentheHolyOne,blessed beHe, sawthat the wordsofthe Torah were
most precious to Joshua, as it is written, "His ministerJoshua, the son of Nun, ayoungman,
departed no: out ofthe tent" (Exodus 33: 11). Hesaidto him, "Joshua, since the wordsof the
Torahareso precious to thee, [I assure thee.] this book of the law shall Mt depart-out of thy
mouth."
ATannaof the School ofR. Ishma'eltaught: Thewordsofthe Torahshould notbe unto
thee as a debt, neither art thou at liberty to desist from it.17
The substantive issueis rooted here in the charge ofGod to Joshua [loshua 1:8):
"This book of the law shall not depart from your mouth, but thou shalt meditate
therein day and night," which is pursued on a number of planes.
There is first the assertion ofR. Simeon b. YoQai that he who reads the Shema
. 17. Mena9ot99b. Mydiscussion conforms, inlargemeasure, to theanalysis advanced by
Azariah de Rossi (16th century) in his Me'or 'Einayim, Imn Binah, Chap.II (R. Bonfil,' ed.,
Kilvei 'Azariah min ha-'Adumim [jerusalem 1991],220-21).
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morning and evening "fulfills" the charge that he study Torah "day and night."
Shema is Torah, and Joshua 1:8 can be understood minimally. Even as minimum,
though, it is a normative statement. And, needless to say, one who studies more'
Torah is all the more virtuous; R. Simeon himself proclaims a much more demand
ing standard and urges elsewhere that a person spend all his time on the study of
. Torah.l" But if R. Simeon taught that Joshua 1:8 articulates a minimum,R.
Ishma'el taught that it proclaims a total demand.
The context in which R. Ishma'el-a contemporary ofR. Simeon's master, R.
Akiba-urged his reading ofJoshua 1:8 was, ofcourse, quite different. R. Ishma'el
responded to a question put him by his nephew Elazar who, having "studied all-the
Torah," wished to study "Greek wisdom" as well. We are not surprised to recall,
given this provocative question, that Ben Damma was willing to be cured of a
snakebite by a Christian charm, only to be prevented-the snakebite proved
fatal-by his uncle R. Ishma'el.'? In our own instance, too, R. Ishma'el sougl\t to
curb his nephew's inclinations, proclaiming on the basis ofJoshua 1:8 that none of
the rwenty-four hours sacred to Torah ought to be diverted to Greek wisdom.
A closer reading ofour text is revealing. It is clear,for example, that R. Ishma'el .
does not directly relate to the question of how and when a person fulfills the
expectation (obligation?) expressed in Joshua 1:8. Put normatively, R. Ishma'el
might be reading the verseas allowing all ordinary activities, but as demanding that
any time not so occupied be devoted to study of Torah; consequently, we may not
spend any part of the day or night studying "Greek wisdom." Torah is to be a
person's exclusivespiritual diet and in this sense Joshua 1:8 does makean intensive
demand, which is not satisfied by study morning and evening alone. Put more
pointedly, it is "Greek wisdom" which is the target. Perhaps, even, the questioner
who claims to have learned "all the Torah" invites a negative reply, for he thus
demonstrates how facile his grasp of Torah is, and how little he ought to be
encouraged to roam in alien fields.
R. Jonathan is understood by the Talmud to reject the reading of'R, Ishma'el
and possibly even that ofR. Simeon b. Yobai-by urging that Joshua 1:8 not be
read in a normative vein at all. There is no command to study Torah day and night,
and, the Talmud implies, no consequent ban on the learning of Greek wisdom.
Clearly, though, uninterrupted study of Torah is a "blessing," and a person who
studies Greek wisdom has foregone this blessing. But that remains his prerogative.
Perhaps, also, the blessing of Joshua 1:8 is specifically appropriate to Joshua, for
18. Jtsiswell known, the positions ofR. Simeon b. Yo!}ai and R. Ishma'el are reversed
on the related problem of Torahstudyand the pursuit ofan occupation; see Berakhot35b,
where it isR.Ishma'e1 whotakes a less thanliteral view ofJoshua 1:8.R. Simeon b. Yohal's
demand in that context that all one's time be devoted to Torah study is generally read as
directed to the exceptional individual. SeeKeren Drab, Mtntti}ot, ad loc.,Nq;ivto Sifi't, adloc,
Fora recent survey, see M. Bet; "Talmud Torah ve-Derekh E~" Bar Ilan 2 (1964): 134-.63.
19. Tosrjia Ifullin II, 23; 'AlIodah Zarah 16b.
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whom the words of Torah were "most precious," and one ought not to generalize
beyond that.
Overall, the talmudic discussion does not come down on the side of those who
consider the study of "Greek wisdom" a forbidden encroachment on Torah study.
On the contrary, Joshua 1:8 is read in this vein by R. Ishma'el alone, and he is
sandwiched between two Tannai'im (R. Simeon b. Yohai and R. Jonathan) who
read the verse less literally or stringently. Needless to say, we do not know how
these Tannai'im would have responded to the concrete question put by Ben
Damma or even how they approached the issueof"Greek wisdom." But the use to
which their statements are put by the Talmud integrates them into a structure
which crowds R. Ishma'el into a corner. Indeed, it is inferred from the Mishnah
itself (that is, R. Jose) that Joshua 1:8 can be read minimalistically.
'
Interestingly, the Talmud does not embark on a broad, systematic discussion
(either here or anywhere else,to the best of my knowledge) of the dimensions of
the imperative to study Torah. Many homileticalor aggadk statements on the topic
can be garnered; and the Talmud does discuss, briefly, questions like how (or if)
one balanceswork and study, or the fulfillment ofother normative commandments
and study.~o But no talmudic passage integrates the various issues, a task left to
subsequent medieval and modern commentaries. Our text, typically, goes no
further than the various exegeses ofJoshua 1:8 take it.
3. Though the discussion of our topic in Palestinian sources does add some
significant considerations to the Babylonian passage, it also parallels it in other.
particulars. Here is Midrash Tehi//im to Psalms 1:2 (". . . the teaching of the Lord
is his delight, and he studies that teaching day and night"):
R. Eliezer asked R. Joshua: "Then according to you, in whatwaycan the words And in
His W doth bemedit4le tL:!Y andniglt beobeyed?" R. Joshua answered: "By reading of the

Shema, for whena man reads the Shema morning andevening, the Holy One, blessed be
He, reckons it for him as if he had labored day and night in the studyof Torah."

BarKappara taught: When a man reads two chapters of Scripture in the morning, and
reads twomorechapters intheevening, heobeys thewords, AndinHis W doth hemedit4le
dayandm'ght. R. l;Iiyya bar Abba said-that whatBarKappara taughtcould apply onlyto
a manwho wasin the habitof expounding in twochapters. Foronlywhenhe addstwo
expositions of the chapters he reads in the morning and two of thechapters read in the
evening, is it reckoned as if he had labored day and night in the studyof Torah.
R. Berekhaib said: Our forefathers instituted the practice of studying Mishnah at dawn .
and at dusk.

20. Seethe sources assembled in E.E.Urbach, The sages I (Jerusalem, 1975),603-20;
M. Ber(n. 18); and S.Safri, "Hassidim ve-Anshei Maaseh," :?ion 50 (1985): 138-54.
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It was asked of R.Joshua, "Maya father teach his son the wisdom of the Greeks?" He
answered: "It may betaughtat atimewhichis neither dayor night, forit issaid This bOQk
ofthe Lawshall notdepart outofthymouth, but thou shalt medit4le therein dayandniiJt"{Josl1lJ:3
1:8).
R. Joshua said: Afather should not even taketime to teach hissona craft lest hecause his
son to neglect the words of Torah, of which it issaid Therifore choose lift (Deuteronomy
30:19).21
,
22

Here R. Joshua provides a focus for a number of the issues we have seen
discussed in the Babylonian passage. To begin with, he allows that the study of
Torah "day and night" can be discharged by the reading of Shema morningand
evening (though he also allowsthat God does wish that a man in fact "laborday and
night in the study ofTorah"). Yet, despite this flexibility, the same R. Joshua reads
Joshua 1:8 as forbidding the study of Greek wisdom, for it willy-nilly encrdaches
on the fullness of time which should be devoted to Torah alone. "Greek wisdom"
clearly does not qualify as a surrogate for Torah study; and if it is Torah's rival,
Torah ought to be a twenty-four-hour-a-day regimen. Finally, R. Joshua [himselfa
blacksmith) urged, seemingly,that a father may not even use his son's time to teach
him an occupation. This would put our entire discussion on a different footing; the
intensive study of Torah, rather than the rejection of"Greek wisdom," would then
be at the center of the matter. But it is likely that the text of Mjdrash Teh.il/im is
corrupt at this point, aswe shall see. Finally,we note that the issue has becomewhat
a father may teach his son-not what a person may study himself. Though some
have urged that this distinction is crucial, and that Greek wisdom was never ruled
out as a topic for one's own study but only as a subject unfit for the young,23 I am
not convinced. The proof-text, as well as the apparent rationale, are simply too
broad: Joshua 1:8 is directed at each individual.
21. W. Braude, trans., Midrash Tehilliml (New Haven, 1959),23-24. R.Joshua had
previously rejected the view of R. Eliezer, according to which one fulfilled Joshua 1:8 by
wearing tefiilin, doubdess because these areto bewornconstantly, a reading which also takes
certain liberties with that verse. It is likely that R.Joshua's own reading of the verse took
account not onlyof its conclusion but also of its beginning: "This book of the Torah shall
not departfrom yourmouth . . . ,"certainly not so as to utterwords of Greek wisdom! .
22. Note that in Tosefta AVOdah Zarah 1:20(Zukermandel, p. 461), the opinion that
Greek wisdom may be studied onlyat a time that is neither night nor day is given in the
name of R, Joshua, not R. Ishma'el asin the Babylonian Talmud. The query of Ben Damma
could have been directed onlyat R. Ishma'el, as the Babylonian Talmud had it.
23. Thematter was s<\understood by R.Israel ofToledo in the thirteenth century, asis
noted by S. Lieberman, who accepts this position (Hellenism inJewish Palestine {New York;
1950], 101-3). Thisexplanation was also adopted by R. Hanokh Zundel (d. 1860), in
'Ana/Yost/to EinYa'akov, M~ot99b; andby R. David Friedman of Karlin, 'Emek Buakhah
(Jerusalem, 1881), chap. 4. See too the statement ofR. Jacob Anatoli cited in B.Z. Dinur,
Yisrael ba-Golab, 2nd ed. (Jerusalem, 1972),2, Part 6, p. 72, #26.
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4. Though the materials in the Palestinian Talmud are virtually identical with.
those foun<{in Midrash Tehil/im, the one significant variation allows us to see how
the issuelsbroughr to a head. What is most interesting, though, are the contexts in
which the topic is discussed. Here, first, is the talmudic text itself:

to when and where prudence is in order isa subjective one. The continuation also
introduces an element of uncertainty (and an interesting peep into rabbinic life);
were women lesslikely to turn informers? Was the ban itselflessthan absolute?Qr,
perhaps, did R. Yohanan say less than what R. Abbahu reported in his name? .
The literary context of this talmudic discussion is also revealing. Actu~lly, we
ought to speak ofthe differentcontexts in which it appears. We first encounter it in
relationship to the Mishnah plab' 1:1: "These are things for which no measure is
prescribed . . . the study ofTorah." If the question of "Greek wisdom" is related
to the presumption that Torah is to be studied day and night, its relevance to the
mishnaicdeclaration that Torah has no limit is clear.2 7 Our talmudic discussion is
also found, appended verbatim to the Mishnah Salah 9: 14: "During the war of
28
QWetus they forbade . . . that a man should teach his son Greek."
In this latter context, the talmudic editor has made an interesting use of
midrashicexegesisas a base for rabbinic legislation. Furthermore, it ispossiple that
R. Yohanan's "It is forbidden because of informing" is actually a rationale for the
legislated ban of the Mishnah (with which it is coherent, since the Mishnah dates
the ban to the war with Rome) rather than a continuation of the discussion ofR.
Joshua's principled attempt to curtail the study of "Greek wisdom," a discussion
which concludes (as it does in Midrash Tehi/lim) with the counterclaim that Joshua
1:8 allows instruction in a trade and that this is, indeed, required. Indeed, by
offering this rationale, R. Yohananmay indicate that the ban itselfis relativeto the
historical situation and was not intended for periods and places where informers
are not a likely hazard.
5. The Mishnaic tradition that a specific ban that "a man not teach his son
Greek" was imposed is, indeed, a provocative piece of information. Actually, such
a ban is reported as having been promulgated at a number of historical junctures:

It wasas,ked ofR. JoshQa: "Mayafather teach hissonGreek?" Heanswered, "It may be
taught at a timewhich is neither daynor night, for it issaid, '. . . fOr you shall medit4te
tbertin dt;ty andnigb!." Ifso,a man oughtto be forbidden to teach hissona trade, since it
says 'You shallmedjt4te tberein dt;ty and night." Yet R.Ishma'el has taught"'Andyoushall choose
life' (Deuteronomy 30:19), tbat is a trade?"
R. Bason of R. ijiyya b. Bain the name of R. Yol:tanan: "[It is forbidden] because of
informing."
R. Abbahu [said) in the name of R. Yo~ "A man may teach his daughter Greek,
because it is an ornament for her." Simeon b. Baheard thisand said, "Slnce R.Abbahu
wants toteach hisdaughterGreek; he pins it on R.Yoi}anan." [R. Abbahu answered] "I'll
be damned if I didn't hear itfrom R.. Yoi}anan."u
We are already familiar with R. Joshua's reading of Joshua 1:8 as a ban on
Greek-or any secular-wisdom which competes with Torah. But the Talmud
seemingly rejects this approach, citing the imperative that a father teach his son a
trade.2 5 This may either be a frontal challenge, proving thatjoshua 1:8 cannot be
taken literally, or it may be a more subtle attack, suggesting that Greek may be
taught ifitprovides an occupation.i" Be this as it may, the study of Torah is no
longer seen as unexceptionallyall-consumingand devotion to Torah does not ipso
facto rule out the study of Greek.
This does not mean that the Palestinian Talmud concludes that Greek may be
taught. Though rejecting the claimthat the very primacy ofTorah demands a ban,
it then cites R. Yohanan who argued that the study of Greek led to cooperation
with the enemy. In context, R. Yohanan'srationalesupports the ban, but it must be
admitted that it introduces an element of historical relativity, suggesting that it
applies to Greek wisdom specifically and at a particular historical juncture, at that.
It is no longer a matter of principle, but of prudence; though even the decision as
24. p. Peab 1:1 (15c);p. Sotab9:16 (24c).
25. Midrash Tebillim (above, n. 21) probably ought to be corrected in light of thispas
sage; see Buber's edition ofMidrash Tebillim, 16, n, 227.
26. Thislatter explanationis-found in the twentieth century responsum of R. Barukh
BerLeibowitzon the topic ofsecularstudies in his Birkbat Sbemuel Kiddushin; no. 27;it is also
adopted byS.Lieberman, Hellenism, 101.{It may also be possible to explain the passage
differently: the homily ofR.Ishma'e} resolves the contradiction between Joshua 1:8 as
understood-by R.Joshua and the permissibility of teaching an occupation, for the latter is
also sanctioned by Scripture]
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27. Another Mishnah teaches: "Search it [the Torah] and search it, for everything isto be
found init (AllOt 5:25)."This has frequently been taken asopposing thestudy ofnon-Jewish
texts, which areat best superfluous to theJew's quest; thus. R. Obadiah ofBertinpT!,refers to
the(presumed) banon Greek wisdom inthiscontext, andperhaps even MailJlonides (!) nods
in thisdirection in his Commentary tothe Mishnah. R.Menahem Me'irireads thisl\1isRnill1 in
a more limited way, as assuring that Torahliterature is fully coherent, perhaps even in the
sense posited byM.P. Golding ("Reasoning and theAuthoritative Expansion ofthe Law," in N.
Samuelson, ed., Reason andRevelation as Authority inJudaism [Philadelphia, n.d.], 69): "The
Torah notonlyisanintegrated legal system, butalso iscomplete inthe sense thatitcontains
in poten1ia aU thatisnecessary forthefurther development of thelaw." This isparallel, he urges
(p. 83, n. 28), to the assertion oftheCode Napoleon (an. 4) thata "judge whoshall refuse to
decide a case under pretext thatthelawissilent . . . or inadequate, may beprosecuted for
denial ofjustice." In these readings, theTorahisnotpitted against another body ofli~eralUre.
28. Soin Cambridge andParma mss.; thisreading ispreferred by many historians. See,
for example, G. Vermes et aI., eds., E. Schurer, A History ofthe Jews (Edinburgh, 1973),
531-34; G. Allen, Toledot ha-Yehudim be-Ert:? Yisra'ell (Tel Aviv, 1958), 255-56.
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during the Hasmonean period, in the decade preceding the war against Rome in .
68-70, a~diduring the campaigns of Lucius Q!!.ietus preceding the Bar-Kokhba
revolt.29 The precisecontent of the ban is, to be sure, not defined; the Babylonian
Talmud asserts that it included Greek "wisdom" but not study of the Greek
language.3o Indeed, R. Judah the Patriarch urged Jews to speak either "good
Hebrew'or "good Greek" (Sotah 49b). The Patriarchs also maintainedschools in
which "Greekwisdom" was taught, but the Talmud argues-a testimony to the
seriousness ofthe ban-that thesewere maintained to train a cadre ofJewscapable
of contact with the Roman administration"
Now the significance of these traditions lies more in what they imply than in
what they say. From a historical point of view, the need to promulgate the ban
repeatedlysuggests that manyJews did not abide by it.32 From a normative point
ofview, the existence of'a rabbinic ban (gezerah), or in our case a number of such
successive bans, strongly impliesthat the study ofsecularwisdom is not forbidden
by Torah law. Rather; it is a matter of rabbinic legislation, legislation which is
clearly tied to historical events and consequentlydirected against a specific alien
culture (the Greek) but not against all such cultures. True, the passage in the
Palestinian Talmud does attempt to apply R. Joshua's exegesis of Joshua 1:8 to
this issue, thus giving the ban Scriptural authority.33 Perhaps, though, this very
attempt-which apparently failed-is now to be understood as asmakhta,34 herme
neutics which justify, after the event, the establishment of a norm which is
admittedly rabbinic and, in this case, relative. Midrashic vehemence may indicate
how sensitiveour issuewas historically, or maytestifyto an attempt to present the
ban as basic. But, ultimately, as the issue unravels in talmudic texts, it does not
bestow normative status.
To sum up, then: the midrashic tradition-Stfre, Stfra, Midrash TehiJ/im-is much
29. M Sotab9:14; p. Shabbat 1:4(3c); BabaKamma 82b.
30. BabaKamma 83a.ThePalestinian Talmud does not make this distinction, and both ~t
and the Toseft:r (Sotab 15:8; ed, Zuckermandel, p. 322) speak of the teaching of Greek.
Tosejia 'A1JOddhZ4rah 1:20 speaks o[Seftr YeJIIWIi(Greek book). R. Yo!pnan's explanation ofthe
ban asdirected against informers makes good sense on the assumption thateven language
instruction (rhetoric?) isinduded inthehan.See S. Ueberman, Hellenism, 101, n.12. and p. 113.
31. BabttKamma 83a extends the idea already found in Tosefta Sotab 15:8;the TOsefta

speaks ofGreek and not Greek wisdom.
32. Interestingly, R. Isaac Herzog, the late Chief Rabbi of theState of Israel, assumed
thatthese decrees (gezeroq were never accepted bythecommunity, and, hence, were voided.
See 1. Herzog, Pesaltimu-KtliIIIim 2 Oerusalem. 1989), 557. On the overall impact of the
Greek language on theJewish community asa whole, seeJ. N.Sevester, Do You Kn/1lll Greek?
(Leiden, 1968).
33. See TOsafot, Menahot 64b, s.v. arur.
34. See Yefth Mar'eh to p. Pe'ah, 1:1(15c).
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more surefooted and univalent on the issue of "Greek wisdom" or more broadly
(and consistently) "thewisdom ofthe nations"than is the talmudic tradition. Butfor
the talmudictradition, thevery disapprovalofsuch study is a matter of debate.and
its seriousness, a matter of degree.
It is well worth placing the talmudic traditions in some broader perspectives as
well. Jonathan Goldstein has pointed out, for example, that the conservative
Roman reaction to Greek language-and Culture was far more persistent, principled,
and harsh than the talmudic response which, he notes, is sporadic and largely
35
stimulatedby specific events. We have alsoseen that the Sages are concerned,on
the whole, with the degree to which the study of Greek culture might dislodge the
centrality of Torah study; they deal with formal instruction in Greek materials.
With one exception-the Palestinian report of the "18 decrees" passed shortly
before die destruction of the Second Temple-no talmudic source bans the use of
36
the Greek language per se. Jews are not forbidden to speak Greek, nor is itS use
even discouraged. Even the famous midrash which praises the Israelitesfor "not
changing their language" while in Egypt (and thereby meriting redemption from
slavery) is sensitive to the danger thatJews might abandon their own language; it
is not directed against use of an additional, second tongue.
But too much ought not to be made of this last point. The proof-texts cited
indicate that the model Jew speaks Hebrew, not Greek. More broadly, the basic
thrust of this teaching is to encourage Jews to hold firmly to their native national
traditions. The significance of thisaggadah and its message may be gauged,
incidentally, by the fact that it appears in numerouscollections.Another indication
of the seriousness with which the tradition of Israelite devotion to their national
identity in Egypt was taken is the fact that one item, that Jews did not change their
names,appears in a number of different versions (as Saul Lieberman has pointed
out): that no foreign names were adopted at all, or that only names which sounded
similarto the Hebrew original were taken, or thatonly names which translatedthe
Hebrew original were adopted. Clearly, the adoption (or nonadoption) of non
Jewish names was a delicate issue in talmudic times! The backdrop to all these
hortatory midrashim liesin the fact, known well to the Sages, that "the majorityof
Jewsoutside the land ofIsrael have the samenamesas do non-Jews." Coming back
to the question oflanguage per se, let us recall that R. Me'ir promised "the world
to come" to any who lived in the Land ofIsrael, recited the Shema twice daily, and
spoke Hebrew.?? All in all, then, the issue of language may have been more
charged than the normative materials, taken narrowly, indicate.
35. J. Goldstein, jewisb Acceptance and Rejection of Hellenism," in E. Sanderset al.,
Jewish and Christian Se/f-De}inition 2, 64-87. The Roman and Jewish reactions had been
contrasted, aswell; by M. Hadas, Hellenistic CultuTt (New York, 1959),45-46.
36. p. Shttbbat 1:4 (3c), and see Korban ba- 'Edah, ad loco and S. Lieberman, Yerusha/mi
Kijihuro Oerusalem, 1935),44.
.
37. Mtkhilra tU-Rabbi Ishmael to Exodus 12:6 (ed. Horowitz-Rabin, p. 14); Sifi'e to
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Actually;cofcourse, useofGreek abounds. SaulLieberman has pointed to Greek'
proverbs andbon mots found verbatim in the Talmud andmidrash;and midrashic
exegesis even finds Greek puns in Scripture.38 Abraham's famous, and touching
reply to Isaac(in the midrashic reading)that he, Isaac,would serveas the sacrificial
lamb, is 1?~e9con the similarity,ofseh (l~mb) to the Creek su(you):ba-seh le- 'olah beni
meaning"youwillbNhe sacrifice, my son." And when Ray explainsthat God gave
Cain a dogto~ccompany himinhis wanderings, this is probably a midrashic pun
as well; the biblicalot (sign) means "letter" in mishnaic.Hebrew. and adding the
Greek sto Cainwe get (in Greek) kunos, or dQg.39 Needlessto say, the assumption
that languages other than Hebrewcan be discovered under the surface of the
biblical text is most revealing; hardly a consistent method, it does indicate an
openness that should be kept in mind in describing the rabbinic mentality. But the
phenomenon is not only aggadic;we recallthat R. Akibaconnected the meaningof
40
tOlafot in "African" to,the sqilpe ,()fdle. halakbic phylacteries. ,
.
Most of this material ~e~eets literary play and. borrowing of fixed (ormulae-not
Deuteronomy 32:43'(ed, Finlc.dstein, p. 383 [R. Me'irD; this teaching doubtless had a
practical thrust and was not concerned with the metaphysical virtues of Hebrew alone. So,
too, R.Yose b. Akiba (S~to Deuteronomy 11:19)declared thata father who did notstart
teaching hissqnTorah andspe;Udng to him in Hebrew assoonashe began to talkwould
cause hisdeath, Isthisdirectedilgainst parents whopreferred a Greek education? The many
~gadot pr~smg the merits of the Holy Language may also serve asan indication that the
Sages were ~gling~o presef'ie the primacy of Hebrew; but the popular antagonist may
have beenAr.imaic noJess th:u1,.Greek. Perhaps the strongest version of the motifQfJewish
linguistic faHhfulness in Egypttells of a covenant thatJews "would do acts of kindness
(gemi//itt ~assadim) for each other, preserve circumcision . . . , and not abandon the
language of die house of Jacob and'go learn the language of Egypt, because of idolatry"
(Seder Elryahu Rabbdh XXIl[ed. M.Ish-Shalom, 124-25]); S.Lieberman, "l;lazzanut Yannai,"
Sinai 4(193'9): 277-28; Tosejia Gitrin'6:4 (ed. Lieberman, p. 270). For bibliography on
Greek names amongdiaspora Jews, see G. Mussies, in S. Safrai, ed., The]C1JIish People in tbe
FirsrCentury n (Philadelphia, 1976), 1063-64. S. Lieberman also notes (Tosifta Ki-Fsburah
8 [New York, 19731,790,n. 63),tbat Jews living in the Land oflsrad in Amoraic times
typically carried twonames, oneJewish andtheotherRomatl (intheirrole ascitizens ofthe
empire). Themostrecent discussionisM. D. Herr, "Hashpa'ot l:I~oniyot be- 'Olamam Shel
Hakhamim," in Y. Kaplan, ed, HitbolleIut u-Temlah Oerusalem 19~9), 94-102. ,
38. S. Lieberman, Greek in]C1JIish Palestine (New York, 1942), 15-67.
39. Beresbit Rab1iah56:4 (ed.Theodore-Albek, p. 599; see theircommentary, ad loc]:
Bereshit Rabbah 2:12 (op. cit., p. 219), and yefth To'tIr, ad lee. Naturally, these examples
barely scratch the surface.
40. san1?etirin 4b.Textual variants a~4 explanations of thisenigmatic comment abound,
but these are not our concern here. Another halakhic example is found, in,the connection
seen by therabbis between the beliefthata premature infant bornin theseventh month lives
while a similar birth intheeighthmonth isfatal withtileqreek termforlifewhich isrelated
to the Greeknumber seven. See Berabit Rabbah 14:2 (op. cit., P: 127). This comment was
made by R. Abbahu, somewhatplayfuIly,t9 hisgentile interlocutors.
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free conversation, even as a second language. It seems, then, that the Sages were
not dogmatically opposed to the Greek language and even enjoyed a culturedbon
mot now and then. But, if the many homiletical statements (aggado4 about Hebrew
are to be taken probatively, the Sages certainly did not want Jews abandoning
Hebrew as a language of internal communication and were possibly not happy
with Jews who conversed in Greek. Obviously, this last observation can be further
pursued from a methodological point of view in different directions-that of the
metaphysicalvalue of language, and that of the sociology of subject peoples.

Outside Books-Secular Works?
Another interesting indicator of the attitude of the Sages to secular knowledge is ,
found in the discussions surrounding the reading of "outside books" [sijitn'm
Qi;onryim], that is, books not included in the biblical canon. The term and category
derive,ofcourse,from R. Akiva'sdeclaration that among those who "have no share
in the world to come"is to be included "one who reads the outside books.lt4 1 This
statement is ambiguous on at least two scores:What does read mean? And what are
"outside books?" Asto our first question, halakhists have unanimously understood
the word read in its broadest sensei that is to say, they have not seen it as referring
to the much narrower activity of using the text under discussion for liturgical
purposes lin the synagogue or for instructional purposes in the school, This
interpretation, favored by some modern scholars, has R. Akiva denying Scriptural
status to "outside books," but not objecting to their use in genera1. Yet, even if
haJakhists do not restrict the meaning of read in this way, the term is nonetheless not
free of ambiguity-as the talmudic discussions themselves reveal These discussions
center, as we shallsee, on our secondquestion: what are the banned "outside books"?
Both Talmuds ask this question. The Palestinian Talmud amplifies R. Akiva's
declaration, prohibiting:
one who readsthe "outside books" such as the books of Ben Sira and the books of Ben
La'anah. 4 2 Buthe who reads the books of Homer andall other booksthat werewritten
41. M. S4nhedrin 10:1. For rabbinic discussion, see E~ltIopedia Talmudit, 15, col.
61-64. In thefollowing I follow the translations and general interpretation offered inS.Z.
Leiman, The Canoniz4Jion o/Hebrew Scripture (Harnden, Conn., 1976), 86-92;itselfindebted
to S. Lieberman, Hellenism inpisb paJmjne, 106-11. for a recent discussion (and different
suggestions) seeJ. faur, "Le-Bi'ur ha-Munal;1'Kore be-Iggeret'," 'Alei Seftr 15 (1988-89):
21-30.
42., Ben Sira was written inJerusalem in pre-Hasmonean times and was known andused
by the Sages, See E] 4:550-53, and E. Schurer, op. cit. (n. 28), 3 (Edinburgh, 1986),
190-212; for talmudic use and attitudes, see also M. Z. Segal, Sefer Ben Sira ha-Sh4km
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"from thenon,J>4] isconsideredlikeonewhoisreading asecular document. . . . Hence
casual reading of Homer is~missib.le but intensive study isforbidden.44
"Outside books, "then, are jhose that might claim biblical status, especially ifwritten
ostensibly in biblical timesi.and it was such whose reading (whether liturgical or
personaJ)RAkivabanned, perhaps in opposition to the popular trends in his day.
But ~lPis as it may, R. Akivawould clearlyallow the reading ofHomer-and if
Homer, $0 populated with gods and goddesses, amour and war, is permissible, any
secular literature is legitimate reading matter! One restriction does remain true:
Homer is to be read, but casually, for entertainment. It is not to be studied. Only
Torah is an appropriate object of study, or more substantively: only Torah is the
source of norms and values.
The BabylonianTalmud. reads:
,

'

.

R. Akiva adds: onewho reads theoutside books. . . . ATanna taught: thismeans the
books of the heretics (minnim). R. Joseph said: It isforbidden to read the books of Ben

Sira.4 5

,

Onetagain, the declaration ofR. Akiva does not ban all books other than Torah.
For the anonymousTanna, the banned books are hereticalworks, likelyworks of
[udaeo-Christians. R. Joseph adds Ben Sira to the list, probably because it aspired
to-e--butwasdenied-c-Scriptural status.4 6 Clearly, purely secularworks were not
the targetofR. Akiva'sban.One mayargue, ofcourse,that today's secular playsthe
role ofthe talmudic hemicaJ, and ought to be treated in the same fashion as were
books.ofmmnim. But thisstep involves a creative halakhicappropriation ofour text,
as well as a significant-value Judgment; and both moves would take us beyond our
immediate frame of reference. In any case, Homer should not have been easy to
swallow in talmudic times either; nonetheless this model of pagan culture was
considered appropriate reading matter by the Sages.
There is, however, one early rabbinic text that may take a more rigorous posi
tion on our question. Midrash Kohela Rabbah (to Kohelet 12:12) remarks that
"whoever brings into his house more than twenty-four books (of the Bible)
introduces confusion.inro his house,as, e.g., the book of Ben Sira and the book of
(Jerusalem; 1959), 36-47, and S. Z. Leiman, Canonization, 92-102. BenLa'anah(and Ben
Tiglah) areotherwise unknown Apocryphal works; see Ej4:5l9.
43. That is, from the cessation of prophecy. See S. Lieberman, Tosefeth Rishonim 4
(Jerusalem.1939), 157;whorefers to Seder 'otam R4bbah, chap. 30.
44. p. sanhedrin 10:1 (28a).
45. sanhedrin 100b.
46. TheTalmud itselfargues forthesubstantive impropriety of Ben Sira, butthis argument
is compromised, as is well known, by the use and citation of Ben Sirrt by talmudic sages
themselves; see S.Z. Leiman, Carwnizllrion, 92-102.
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Ben Taglah."47 Here the Sages ostensibly say that any book which is not in the
biblical canon is not fit to be in a Jewish home, creating a total ban, indeed, on all
secular materials. Yet, even this midrash continues and specifies the books of Ben
Sira and Ben Taglah, muchas did the talmudic textswith which we are familiar. Saul
Liebermanhas argued, moreover, that the midrashas we have it is textually corrupt
at this point, and concludesthat its original intent was to permit the reading ofthe
48
Homeric epics. This squares perfectly with what we have seen in the Talmud.

Higayyon-The Study of Logic?
Dealingaswe are with explicittalmudicrulingson accessto secularand even pagan
materials, we cannot avoid noting R. Eliezer'swarning: "Keepyour childrep away
from higayyOn."49 The last term is of course crucial-and it is also enigmatic: In
medieval and modern Hebrew, higayyon is the term for logic, and even for philo
sophicallogic. Indeed, R. Eliezerwas already read in geonic times as banning the
study of philosophy for the young and corruptible at least. Yet, this was hardly the
regnantunderstanding among medieval authorities, as Mordechai Breuer hasshown
at length.50 Rashi, for example, took R. Eliezeras opposing undue concentration
on biblical study or, alternatively, as warning against allowing children to pratter
unduly (when they should be studying); and one can hardly accuseRashi ofhaving
been corrupted by Greek philosophy or of having a bias in that direction. The
majorityof modern scholarssimilarlysee no connection between our term (asused
in talmudic times) and philosophy,51 though it should be added that Saul Lieberman
does allow that "the explanation of higayyon as dialectics, sophistry, . . . and even
logic is . . . plausible."52 All in all, then, it would be difficult to generalize a' ban
47. See n. 42 above.
48. Cited in n. 41 above.
49. Berakhot 28b.
50. M. Breuer, "Min'u Benekhem Min ha-Higayyon," ,Sefer Zikkaron ha-RItIJ David Ochs
(Ramat Gan, 1978), 242-61.
51. To be more precise, thecomment ofR, Eliezer isnot read as a warning against the
study of philosophy in general but it is often taken to mean: do not stress therole of logic
in the study of Torah itself This understanding does rely on the classic medieval (though
see S. Lieberman, below, n. 52)use of higayyon. It also recalls the intellectual profile ofR.
Eliezer, whogives pride ofplace totradition rather thancreativity; andit notes hisstatement
in itsentirety: "Keep yO,IJr sons away from higayyon and seat them in the laps of.rabbinic
scholars [talmidei ~akhamim]." See, e.g., H.Graetz, Geschichte derjudm (Leipzig, 1908), 393;
L Ginzberg, An UnJmflUJ1Zjt:UJish S«t(New York, 1970),49-51. Othersplace the term ina
social.trather thanan academic, context. See G. A1on, "Gaon," Tarbj; 21 (1950): 107.See
now J. Faur, "Le-Bi'ur" (n. 41),28-30.
52. Lieberman, He//lenism, 109, n. 62.
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on secular study from R.:Eliezer (whosepositionis, in any case, that ofan mdividual); .
evenif h;gayyonwere to mean dialectics, sophistry, or logic,it is likelythat these topics
were seen as especia1lysubversive (or attractive as areasofstudy that could compete
with Torah)for the young,andfor them specifioilly.

Hebrew Scripture and Greek Text
One text that is frequently citedas an exemplar of rabbinicapprovalof Greekculture
and its integration into Jewish life is the midrash to Genesis 9:27. On the whole,
this rnidrash is-less crucial than it is often made out to be; it is typically singular,as
a midrash frequently is;and it containslittle normative content. Despiteall this, our
midrash does make a point that is worth noticing and is appropriately discussed at
this juncture.
"May God enlarge [y<!fil Japhet, and let him dwell in the tents of Shem" was
commented on and understood in various waysby the Sages. Enlarge meantfor some
that Cyrus, the Persian descendent ofJaphet, would build the Second Temple;yet
God (He, not he) would dwell only in the tents of'Shem {Israel).53 But Bar Kappara
homilized. that it was Japhet himselfwho would dwell in the tents ofShem, and, by'
virtueof hislanguage: "Let thewords of Torah be uttered ~ the languageofJaphet,"
that.is, in Greek. This, as R.Judan commented, referred to the translation of the
Bibleinto Greek. 54 Bar I(appara himselfmayeven have referredto the useofGreek
in the very study of Torah {as "tents" is frequently midrashic code for places of
Torah-study; recallJacob, the "dwellerin tents," the student, contrasted with Esau
the hunter).55 This midrash approves, then, of the useof Greek to translate the Bible,
but it does not yet explicitlyexpress an attitude towards the non-Judaic language
itself, which merely facilitates the communication of Torah to ignorant Jews or
curious, impressionable gentiles. (Actually, of course, translation never takes a
merely instrumental view of language, and a translator's relationship to the
language into which he renders his text is richly creative and even intimate-but
our midrash need not take account of all that.)
Talmudic discussion, however, carries us considerably further for it attempts to
explain the favored position of Greek, a priority already implied by our midrash,
53. The ideathatthe Divine Presence (SbUhinab) was absent from the Second Temple
because it wasbuiltby Cyrus is found in Yoma lOa (R. Yo~an), but it may very well be at
the root ofthis midrash too.
54. lIera.bit Rabbah 36:7; p. MegiI/ah 1:9 (71b). See also Targum Onkelos and ps.
Jonathan to Genesis, ad loe.
55. S..Lieberman, Grult injewish Palestine (n. 38), 15-67, gives many examples of
rabbinicuseofGreek proverbs, literary expressions, etc., but thereis noevidence thatTorah
was taught in Greek, asourmidrash may imply, andasS.Baron, soda!andReligious History
nfth, Tew.r 2 (philadelphia, 1958), 142,asserts.
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These discussions take as their point of departure R. Simeon ben Gamliel'sin~istence
that the Torah may be translated-and, apparently, read in the synagogue-e-erily
into Greek. R. Yohanan cited the midrashicreading of Genesis 9:27 with which we
are already familiar, but the Talmud retorted that Scripture ought then to be
rendered into the tongues of "Gomer and Magog," also children of [aphet, as
well. The discussion concludes, now, that yaft derives not from enlarge, but from
beauty, and Genesis 9:27 thus announces that only the most beaudfulof'Yapher's
languages-Greek-will win a place in the tents of Shem.56 A similar point is
made in the Palestinian Talmud, where Aquilas the translator is praised by his
rabbinic mentors in the words of Psalms 45:3: "You are fairer [yahafita} than all
men; your speech is endowed with gr~ce; rightly has God given you an eternal
blessing." Yahafita is doubtless taken as an echo of Genesis 9:27; the "eternal
blessing" liesin the fact that Aquilasrendered Torah into Greek.5 7 The basicpoint
which emerges from all this, ofcourse, is that the Sages appreciated the charm and
elegance of Greek, perhaps even took particular pleasure in the fact that the torah
would be translated into that language. R. Eliezer and R. Joshua, who praised
Aquilas so fulsomely, clearly knew enough Greek to appreciate that the only
linguistically adequate language into which the Torah could be rendered was Greek,
this being the outcome of investigationsundertaken by the Sages.58 Here, then, it
is not the beauty of Greek but its .precision and suppleness that is the point.
These comments sit uneasily with the various bans on Greek language and
culture. None dispute the normative reality of the latter. But we now see that the
Sageswere open to the beautiesofGreek, and that their ambience was notboorish
or crude.
Certainly,all these rabbinic statementswere madeafter the fact, that is,centuries
after the Greek Septuagint was a reality. 59 Indeed, the Tanna R. Judah said that it
became permissible to translate the Torah into Greek simply because it was not
56. M~gilIah 9b.The rabbis acknowledge thattheTorah may be read in translation; see
ToseftaMcgiI!ah 3(4):11 [ed. Liberman, p. 356), and S. Lieberman, Tosefta KifShuta 5 (New
York, 1962), 1179-80. This is also the plain sense of M. Megillah 1:8 and of talmudic
discussions, such asMcgilIah 18a. Forfurther review ofopinion anddiscussion oftl#s matter,
see later commentators such as R. Aryeh Leib of Metz, TuTti Even, andespecially R. Naftali
Z. Y. Berlin, Meromei Sadcb, bothto McgiI/ah 8b-9b.
57. p. McgtlIah, op. cit. As to the identity of the translator, see S. Lieberman, Greek, 18.
58. p.MegiIlah, op.cit. Theclaim thattheSages "investigated the matter andfound that

theTorah could betranslated adequately only intoGreek" is aclear counter tothedisapproving
statement in Soferim 1:7 (ed. M. Higger, 101-2): "for the Torah could not be translated
adequately."
"
59. It has been claimed thatdisapproval of theSeptuagint translation isa later develop
ment, related perhaps to its use by theChristian movement. Fora recent treatment of the
subject, see I. Gruenewald, .. Ha-Polemos be-1nyan Tirgum ha-TorahIi- Yevvanit," Te'u.dah
4 (1986): 65-78.
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possible to reject Ptolemy's request for such a translation.60 But this is not the drift
of rabbinic discussion as a whole. R. Simeon ben Gamliel, a contemporary of R.
Judah and-the only other early Sage to offer a rationale for the unique position of
Greek, points to its linguistic virtues;61 and-the midrashic play ofYefet meaning
beauty/Greek is used widely by the early Sages ofthe Talmud (Amoraim).62 On the
whole, then, the Sages claimed that Greek well deserved its role as vehicle of
revelation,witb theamoraim arguing that even the Bible hinted at'the destiny ofthe
language.
It is worth noting that the Sages did not take easily to the idea oftranslation, or,
more precisely, the reading from a translation as a written text in the synagogue in
place of the Original Hebrew. While the anonymous Mishnah does permit such
translation into all languages, the point of R; Simeon ben Gamliel's allowance of
Greek is to disal101l1 translations into other languages. Similarly, both he and R.
Judah use the term heter (permit) to describe the rabbinic policy even towards
favored Greek-hardly an enthusiastic endorsement; and this doubtless reflects
hesitations about the use oftranslation rather than a negative stance towards Greek.
Indeed, the Sages banned the-reading of supplementary Aramaic translation (read
after the original Hebrew) from a scroll, holding that translation, as Oral Torah,
must remain oral; this is apparently the primary meaning of the rule: "Matters [of
Torah] that are oral should not be said from a written text."63 Thus, the use of a
written translation as substitute for .the Hebrew Torah itselfis itselfnoteworthy. It
wouldseem, then, that a written text that replaces the Hebrew original can be
perceived as Written Torah, and will have an easier time ofit than a translation that
accompanies the reading from the original Hebrew!64 Alternatively, these materials
may reflect a tradition that did not have the rule banning the reading of"matters
that are oral" from a written text or, at least, did not apply that rule to translations.

60. Megillab 9a; and see Tutti E1JtII to Mtgl1l4h 8b, S.lI. RSBG.,
61. Do these differing Tannaitic views start from differing attitudes towards Greek
culture? It has been argued (despite Shabbat 33b) that R. Judah is generally hostile (see I.
Ben-Shalom, "R:ibi Yehudah bar I1a'i ve-yahasoeJ Romi," +ion 49 [1984]: 9-24); R.
Simeonben Gamliel, a scionof the Patriarchal house, is more favorably disposed towards
the surrounding culture.
.
62. Seeat notes 54, 56, supra. EvenBarKappara's original homilyon Genesis 9:27 was
applied by R. Judah to the idea of translation, to which it did not necessarily itselfrefer.
63. p. Megilidh 4:11 (74d); TetmJr@ 14b and Gittin 60a; and see Y. N. Epstein, Mtrllo
le-Nusal} ba-MisbMh Oerusalem, 1948),696-97. Thus, Maimonides includesthis rulein his
Code only in the context of reading a supplementary translation in public (HiL Ttfillab
l2: 11),though he does mentionit in other contextsas well (seeG. Blidstein, "Maimonides
on OralLaw,"JelIIisb 141» Annual 1 [1978]: 110, n, 5).See also I. Gruenewald, "Ha-Polemos,"
71-72.
64. The paradoxes-both practical and conceptual-inherent in thissituation are obvious
and need not be belabored.
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LAW OF THE GENTILES: CONTINUUM OR CONTRAST?
"He issues His commands to Jacob, His statutes and rules to Israel. He did not do so
for any other nation; of such rules they know nothing. Hallelujah" (Psalms
147: 19-20). This may sound like a rather extreme statement; but let us recall that
even though the aible expects moral behavior of all people (and not only Jews), it
nowhere asserts that God revealed His law to any but Jews. The Sages, of course,
would have to square these verses in Psalms with the belief in Noahide Law that is
commanded to all men.65 Be this as it may, the assertion of the psalmist certainly
summed up Israel's special responsibility and favored position. It would also reflect
the assumption that Israel could learn nothing about God's will or the proper way
to live from pagans or non-Jews who were never blessed with God's Torah.
This, indeed, is the working assumption of talmudic literature. The Sages, so
intent on defining the right thing to do in both ritual and ethics, do not turn to the
work of their non-Jewish contemporaries for guidance or even comparison; in fact _
they seem barely interested in how other systems of thought and life handled similar
problems. Indifference is the rule, on the whole, as they go about their business. Yet
if the Sages do not expect to learn anything from the gentile legists or religionists,
they still acknowledge the existence ofgentile law and morality and its relationship
to Jewish Torah. This awareness expresses itself in two contrasting-but not
necessarily contradictory-patterns. There is a body of teaching which indicates
that gentile law and morality form a continuum with that of the Jews; and there is
a body of teaching which emphasizes the gap between the two.
We ~ball first outline the pattern formed by those sources which describe the
continuum of Jewish Torah and gentile law; and, to be precise, let me add the
proviso that we may really be speaking of lawcommanded the gentile, rather than of
gentile law, though this latter phenomenon occurs as well. Be this as it may, a
fundamental point at which to start is with Noahide Law, that is sheva mizvot benei
Noa1) (the seven commandments given Noahides).66 Despite some initial debate as
to the precise identity of the norms included in the list, a consensus was eventually
established and the list crystalized: idolatry, blasphemy, eating the flesh ofa living
creature, robbery, murder, adultery, and incest were banned; and the rule of law
(dinnim) was to be established. This list parallels in large measure the Ten
Commandments (with the exception that the Sabbath and honor of parents are
omitted). It also indicates those three norms which a Jew is expected to honor even
at the cost ofhis life, namely the ban on murder, idolatry, and 'ara)ryot(adultery and
\

65. See below, n. 73.
66. The most recent treatment of this topic is D. Novak, The Image oftheNon-jew in
judllism (Toronto, 1983). Seealso the essays by S. H. Bergman, R. Loewe, and K. Wilhelm,
in R. Loewe, ed., Studies in Rationalism,judaism andUniversalism (London, 1966).
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incest). rhe absence pf any positive; religious or moral content is striking and
significant. No ritual activity is expected nor, for that matter, any positive acknowl
edgment.of'Godat all. Similarly, on the social.level, the Noahide is not to harm his
fellow-but he ~not expected to love him. Such,.~t least, is .the message of the
Seven Noahide Commands; The prophet Ezekie1'ion~he.qthe~hand (16:49), knew
that Sodom was destroyed because its people "had plenty ofbread and untroubled
tranquility, yet . . . did not support the poor andthe needy" suggesting that
non-jews, too, were expected to care for their neighbors. 6 7 All in all, one has the
impression that this Noahide agenda describes a lesser Judaism. Thus, the regimen
ofthe "resident alien" (ger toshav), who is seen by some as having started on the path
to conversion, is identified by the Sages with the Noahidecommandments/"
Our topic may be profitably approached from the opposite direction as well.
Some talmudic texts may indicate that, in receiving the Torah, the Jews built on and
continued their identity as Noahides; they did not start afresh. This is expressed in
typically formal language.
Any normative commandment (m#"vah) whichwas given to Noahidesand not repeated
at Sinaiis obligatoryupon Israel alone and notupon Noahides. Thosecommandments,
however, which were given to Noahides and repeated at Sinaiare intended for both
.
Noahides as well as for Israel. 69
Had they not been repeated at Sinai, therefore, Noahide commands would have
obliged Israel alone, for Israel is the fullest continuation of the 'Noahide covenant
and would also preserve the Noahide identity. This point is made more directly in
the midrash: "Ten commands were given to the Children of Israel at Marah. the
seven which Noahideshad accepted to which were added . . ."79 The continuum
of Noahide law and Jewish halakhah is palpable.
Noahide law has sometimes been understood as the talmudic equivalent of
67. This is noted in Sanhedrin 58b. From the talmudic contextit appears that Noahides
maywellbe obliged in certain positive commandments evenif theseare not found in the list
of the Seven Noahide Laws. Thus, R. Al:tai Gaonclaimed that Noahides were commanded
to "be fruitful and multiply," much as Jews are (She'iltot 165). For an explication of the
maximalistview ofthe NoahideLaws, seeD.S.Shapiro, Or.ai?im (Jerusalem, 1971),55- 75.
68. 'Avodah Zarah Mb.
69. ~edrin 59a.
70. S4nhedrin 56b. Seealso the description of the "Book of the Covenant" from which
Moses read to the peopleat Sinai and to which they responded, "We shalldo and we shall
obey" (Mdhilra to Exodus 24:7): "Heread to them the lawscommanded to Adam (sic), the
commandments givento the Israelites in Egyptand at Marah, and all the other command
ments" (trans..J. L Lauterbach [Philadelphia, 1933),22,211); and seenote following. See,
aswell, D.Frimer,"Israel, the Noahide Laws, and Maimonides,~'Jewish LawAssociation Studies
2 (1986):89-102.
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natural law; to which rejoinder is frequently made that the talmudic appellation is
always Noahide commands (mq;vot benet' NoaI)), thus emphasizing God as the source
ofthese norms. In any case, before embarking on a discussion of the relevance of
natural law to talmudic thought, one would have to select the precise variant of
natural law at issue and contend with the fact that the Talmud has no handy term
for nature. None ofthese considerations are really crucial, but they ought to be kept
in mind. Assuming, then, thatthe term m;pot in our context is deliberate, it is
nonetheless unclear whether the Sages predicate an actual historical bestowal of
these commands or rather claim that the human person is inherently obliged to these
ethical/religious norms by the Creator. (Maimonides, who declared that Noahide
obedience must be derived from a beliefin .Sinaitic revelation- a position derived
in part from a single, late rnidrash-is not necessarily typical on this point.)'l
A no less significant aspect of this terminology is that the Noahide is obliged in
precisely the same way as the Jew is: by God's command. 72 In this sense,'it ought
to be possible for a Jew to recognize in a gentile's normative behavior (ancf legal
system) a response to the same commands by which he and his society are formed.
Indeed, the rnidrash is forced to back off from the psalmist's expansive claim that
God issued his commands to Jacob alone, "not for any other nation; of such rules
they know nothing." The nations, we are now told, know the rules but are ignorant of
their finer points.73 This implies, as well, that the nations are expected to adopt much
of the Jewish halakhic structure, except for those particulars from which they .are
7 I. Hil. MeJakhim 9: 1 I.
72. An interesting attempthas beenmadebySaulBerman("Noahide Laws," in M.Elon,

ed., Principles ofJewish lAw [Jerusalem, 1975), 709) to show that talmudic sources are not of
one mind on this point, some indicating that these precepts were commanded, and others
claiming that they were basedon consent. But even these latter materials include the noun,
mq:wt (and generally speaking, consent accompanies com11ld1Ul in rabbinicthought; the two
concepts do not dash).
73. "'He spoke hiswords to Jacob .. .'-But weren't the nationsof the world (also)
commanded 1:0 establish the rule of law [dinnim), which is one of the Seven Noahide
Commands? . ... Rather, Scripture refers to the finerspecifics of the law [di/uIukei ha-dm),
such as BenZakkai'sexamination of witnesses regardingthe color of date-stems. Further
more, Noahides are executed on the testimony of a singlewitnessand by the decisions of a
singlejudge . . . while the peopleof Israel are judged by three judgesin civil cases and
twenty-three judges in capital cases" (Tan/pund, ed. S. Buber, Deuteronomy 14b).lnterest
ingl'j(, the distinction between Noahides andIsrael focuses on what are primarily procedural
matters, though thesearenot in the leasttrivial. See alsoShemot Rabbah 30:9:"'He spokehis
wordsto Jacob ... Idedid not do so forany other nation,and He did not makehis laws
known to them,' but Hechose Jacob above gentiles, to whom He gave onlysome of the laws;
He gave Adam six commands, added a seventh to Noah, an eighth to Abraham, to Jacoba
ninth,but to Israel He gaveall." The difference between Israeland the nations is relativised
though the midrash emphasizes the gap between the two. All this in the seemingly absolute
contextof Psalms 1471 See too n. 87.
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explicitlyexcluded. This has some bearing on another puzzle: does Noahide Law
reflect a rabbinic ~umption that.the gentileworld was in fact committed to the rule
of law (as Kadushin and Lieberman, .amongothers, assert)?74 This would indicate
that the gentile systemswere a legitimate concretization ofthe divine command,
though differing from the Torah given Israel.Or is it, rather, a list ofideal norms,
reflecting the moral/religious definition of a minimal human ethos? The Talmud
itselfclaimsthat gentile society has rejectedthe norms of Noahide Law: this is also
the import of the well-known midrash that tells how God first offered the Ten
Commandmentsto the nations of the world, who all found its moral and religious
demands unacceptable.P
There are other indications,too, that the Sagespresumeda continuum of human
morality. Mishpatim, they teach, are those requirements to which gentiles raise no
objection, and which, were they not written in the Torah, "It stands to reason
[be-din bayahJ that they should have been written."76 The issuefor us is not the sort
of"reason" here assumed,butrather the apparent agreement ofJewish and gentile
society that certainnorms are required: "theft and incestand idolatryand blasphemy
and murder" are outlawed. Perhaps, too, we can view Jewish ethical obligations
which the Mishnah grounds "in the interestsof peace"?" in a similarlight. These are
frequently understood to be a mereexpressionof self-interest, cynically clothed in
noble ethicalverbiage. But taking a moregenerousattitude, we maysay that seeing
that Jews and gentiles did live together in the cities of Hellenistic Palestine, the
Sages found a policy of mutuality and fraternity to be not only sensible but even
virtuous.Similarly.a midrashteachesthat moralbehavior (derekb erq;) preceded the
giving ofTorah by twenty-siX generations, that is, for the career of humanity from
Adam to Sinai.78 In context,the function of this teaching is to praise the common
moralityofthe unlearned-in this case,a manwho never spread malicious gossip
and who made peace between the quarrelsome-as taking priority over the
attainments of the learned. But it also carries the message that humanity shares a
common pre-Sinaitic morality. Indeed, the very phrase derekb er~ (the way of the
land) is an idiomatic reminderofthe universality ofthe human ethos, ranging from
morality to proprieryand good manners, and even to practical reason. This, of
course, is good biblical doctrine; the narratives ofGenesisassumethat all men and
women are responsibleto be "God-fearing" and would be calledto account (aswere
Cain, the contemporaries of Noah, Abimelekh, and Pharaoh) for their immoral

ity.79 So, when R. Simeon ben Gamliel asserted that society (literally, "the world,"
ba-'olam) survives because of truth, justice (or law) and peace, he may well have
meant human society as a whole.so
Yet, we must distinguish between the existenceof a moral continuum, even the
belief in a common human nature, and the willingness or need to create a
communityofthought or reflection.Even if norms are held in common, the gentile
world will rarely be called upon to 'provide a model for Jewish imitation. Thus; the
all-too-famous instance where the Sages point toagentile-Dama b. Nerinah; an
Ashkelonite-as an exemplaroffilialpiety and indeed allow his behavior to create
the heroic norm, is the exception, not.therule. 81
The issue of Jewish openness to gentile models, the willingness of ba/akhah to
learn from the non-Jewish world, may also be examined on the verbal, linguistic
.~el. Earlier, we discussed the Sages' attitude to the Greek language per se,
'\~~ggesting it might be an indicator oftheir posture vis-a-vis non-Jewishcultt1re as
~ whole. Here,where we pursue the narrower question of their willingness tolearn
tto~ gentiles in the halakhic realm, we may profitably survey a more specific
linguistic phenomenon, and that is the wide use ofGreek and Latin legal terms for
the corresponding talmudic institutions. The use of loan-words is selective, as is
well known. "Greek philosophic terms are absent from the entire ancient Rabbinic
literature"; a fortiori that no Jewish religiousidea or practice is describedby a Greek
term. The situation is different, however,as regardsJegal terminology. Not onlyare
"rabbinic books full of Greekwords," but rabbinic ideas and institutions are denoted
by Greek terms.82 Furthermore, these terms do not merely translate the names of
institutions otherwise known to the rabbis themselves by native Hebrew terms;
they are sometimes the onlJ nomenclature provided for these ideas and practices.
Allthis suggests the obvious dilemma: Is the institution in question fully native.
a part ofearlier Jewish rabbinic creativity, yet so consistent with non-Jewish practice
that a foreign term-with its attendant attractiveness-is used? Alternatively, does
the terminology indicate that the practice is a thoroughgoing import? Certainly, the
modern career of Judaism offers examples of both these options, though it is
admittedly rare that a foreign term not only serves to translate the Jewish concept
but actually to-name it. There is, ofcourse,a third possibility, more subtle than the
preceding. Foreign terminology does indicate the utilization ofa foreign conceptor
practice; but it only provides a device which is coherent with rabbinic thought on
the topic. The import may, indeed, provide a solution which rabbinic thought on

74. M.Kadushin, Worsh,jr41ldEthics(Northwestern U. Press, 1964), 145:S.Lieberman,
Greek inJewishPalestint, 81.
75. BabaK4mma 38a:Mekhilta to Exodus 20:2(op, cit.), 234-36: 'AlIodah Zarah 2b.
76. Sifta to Leviticus 18:4(ed. Weiss, 86a): Yoma 67b.
71. M. Gillin 5:8; Tosefta Gittin.5(3):4-5.
78. Vay~a Rabbah 9:6. For an overview of the term and its varied meanings, see M.
Kadushin, Worship andEthics, 49-57.

79. SeeM. Greenberg, "Mankind, Israel, andtheNations in the Hebraic Heritage; inJ.
Nelson, ed., NQ ManisAli~ (Leiden, 1971), 15-40.
80. M AlIot 1:18.
81. Kiddushin 31b; elsewhere, Esau [that is, Rome] isseen asa paragon offilial piety. For
othertexts andbackground, seemyHonor TbyFatherandMother(New York, 1976),35-36.
82\ S Lieberman, "How Much Greek in Jewish Palestine?" in A. Altman, ed., Biblical and
Other Studies (Cambridge, Mass., 1963~ 332, 334.
s ';
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its own may not have been able to devise, aswe shall later suggest in the casewith
proubol.,Yet it is not, on that score alone,.disruptive or illegitimate. Rather, its
acceptance reflects the disciplined growth of one culture through the assimilation
(and,frequeotly, adaptation)ofappropriateelementsofanother, remainingfaithful
to its own-overarching and.immanent trajectory.
The recent.publication of Daniel Sperber's Dictionary oj Greek andLatin Legal
Terms in Rabbinic Literatun not only provides an up-to-date lexicographic tool; it
also enables a broad survey of the phenomenon under consideration and of its
implications. Ranon Katzoff'sreview essayof Sperber'swork devotes itself, in pan,
to the broader issues raisedby the presence ofsometwo hundred legal"loanwords"
in the-rabbinic corpus; his conclusions are a sobering reminderthat surfaceimages
often deceive. "Only a very few of these two hundred words actually entered the
rabbis' legal vocabulary. The vast.majority appear inaggadic contexts . . . less
than one-quarter ln.halakhic contexts,and of these, only a handful . . . actually
becamepart ofthe legalvocabulary. What emerges is apicture ojconsiderablefamiliarity
'lPithfomgda1JJs, butvery little accepranceojit:'83 Though this conclusion describes our
overallperspective as well, it is instructive to examine some topics where foreign
institutions most likely impinged on ha/akhah, a process which (as Katzoff points
out)cwas,more common before the destruction of the Temple.
A convenient example isfound in the familiar prozebol of Hillel. Prozebol is often
cited in discussions of halakhic flexibility and is not infrequently the subject of
tendentiousdebate; but we are concernedwith its etymologyand origins.The term
apparently is Greek, though-significantly-an exact and conclusive parallel to
the Jewish institution is StilUacking.84 The prozebol was an instrument which
allewedrhe.collecaon.ofdebts after the Sabbaticalyear, the idea being that the debt
In.question.was now owed the court or was being collectedthrough it. Now, debts
presented before a court were collectible after the Sabbatical year as a matter of
Mishnaiclaw; theinstitutionwasderived midrashically (fromDeuteronomy 15:2
3), as well. For some, then, Hillel's prozebo/was merely a concretization, broadly
disseminated, of this earlier institution which is then a part and parcel of the Oral
Law. Rashi, however, understood proubo~ a piece of rabbinic legislation, to be at
the very root ofthe other mishnaic regulations, with the midrash in questiona mere
a.smakhta.lndeed, this understanding makes the best sense of the talmudic discus
sion.8 5 If,; now, the basicpractices ofpresenting debts to the court is of Hellenistic

provenance (as the terminology would indicate),then the Sages haveappropriated
prozebol from the surrounding legal culture.At the same time, it is obviousthat the
foreign practice has been enlisted to serve a purpose which was an organic need of
Jewish law itself; and, moreover, that the solution proposed by prozebol was coherent
with the basicstructures of Jewish law. This; ofcourse, is exclusive ofthe fact that
Hillel's prozebol apparently adapts the Hellenistic institution, rather than copies it.
Another instance is found in the practice ofgiving "gifts in contemplation of '
death" as a way ofavoiding the strenuousbiblical regulations on the distributionof
property to heirs after death. Here the crucialHellenistic term is dryatbiqi. But note
the carefulsummationofReuven Yaron, the major investigator of the topic "From
our discussion of Tannaitic definitionsof dryathiqi and mattana the readermay have
gained the impression that the work of the Tannaim, in connection with disposi
tions in contemplation of death, consisted mainly in the translation of various
Greco-Egyptian documents. In reality, however, the Tannaim used thi Greco
Egyptian documents merely as raw materials for the buildingup oflegal institutions of
their own, which in important aspects were quite different from the original."
These sentencesintroduce a discussion of the structure and specifics ofrabbiniclaw
on the topic.86
On the whole then, the Sages do not occupy themselvesoverly much with the
nature of the continuum linking Jewish law and teaching and that ofthe surround
ing world. Nor, on the other hand, do they exert themselves too intensely in
constantly denying the phenomenon. I am not convinced, for example, that the idea
of Torah she-betalpeh (Oral Law), which supplements Scripture, was intended to
assert the distinctiveness of the totality of Jewish ha/akhah, stressing that, since it is
allSinaitic, it can have nothing in common with non-Jewish systems. 8 7 However
one interprets the nature and scope of Oral Torah, the idea seems more fundamen
tally a guarantor of the legitimacy, and indeed sanctity, of halakhah than of its
distinctiveness. Indeed,certainperiodsof talmudichistory betray moreconcernlest
Oral Law become known to gentiles (Christians) than that Oral Law be contami
nated ~y_non-Jewish accretions.88
There is, actually, little discussion of the substantive drawbacks of gentile law,
little disapprovalofits standards or procedures. The major point, rather, is that it is
alien, that it is not Jewish; and Jews are expected and required to order their lives
and society by the Torah and its institutions. An interesting (though not especially

83. D. Sperber, A Dictionary ofGreek and Latin Legal Terms inRabbinic Literature (Ramat
Gan, 1984); R. Katzoff's review essay appeared in thejournalfOr the SWdy ofJudaism in the
Persian, Hellenistic and Roman Period 20:2 (Dec. 1989): 19,5-.-206, esp. pp. 202-6. The
passage cited is on p. 202;the italics aremine.
84. SeeSperber, Dictionary, 154-;6,for discussion and bibliography.
85. ~hi, Maltltot 3b. 1.11_ moser; Rashi, Gittin.36a, S.lI. 7fIoser41li; Tosafot at both places.
See Y. GiJat, "le-Hishtalshelutah.Shel Takkanat ha-Pruzbul," SeftrBarukbKllT%Uldl Oerusa
lem, 1975),93-96.

86. R. Yaron, Giftsin ContemplaJion ofDeath (Oxford, 1960),46.
87. See B. Jackson, "On the Problem of Roman Influence on the Halakha, in E. P.
Sanders, et aI.,]ewish and ChristUtn Self-Definition 2, p. 197. Jackson reads theidea ofNoahide
Law insimilar fashion: "thenotion of NoahideLaw emphasized that even where there was
common moral content, Gentile lawlacked the status that attached to superior' technical
development," Cf.the midrashic materials cited inn. 73 above; these indicate thatthisvery
claim isa two-edged sword, as it also points to the commonality of both bodies of law.
88. See, forexample, TanJ,uma, Ki Tissa; sec. 34.
'
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typical) case in pointconcerns a claim for damages made before the Exilarch (rdh
galutd), whose decision is rejected by the defendant on the groundsthat it is no more
than what Persian lawwould decide("whoneedsan exilarchwho gives us Persian
law?''). R. Nahmanis then approached, and he, in fact, renders a differentverdict,
one ostensibly in keeping with Jewish law. The talmudic bottom line, however, is
that in certain cases, "the law is with the exilarch."89 It certainlydoes not help then
to identifyJewish law with its Persiancounterpart,and the disappointed party can
expect popular- sympathy when he asks, "Who needs an exilarch who gives us
Persian law?" But it is not impossible either for the halakhic decision to dovetail
with that of the Persians.
Another instance is given in the Mishnaic debate as to the mode of execution
by the sword. The anonymous Tanna describedit as decapitation,"asthe kingdom
[i.e., the Romans] are wont to do." R. Judah replied that this could not be the
practice, for the Torah forbids us to "walkin the waysofthe gentiles"; to which the
answer is given that Jews did not learn decapitation from the Romans but from
the Torah.9o This talmudic passage has given rise to much discussion as to the
parameters of prohibited and permitted borrowing, as one might imagine. For our
purposes, it is sufficient to point to the suggestive fact-that certain practices will be
found unacceptable ifborrowed from gentiles, but no exception will be taken to
them if Judaism arrivesat them on its own.
Thus, whatever continuum mayexist phenomenologically, the Talmud will not
seek out the foreign parallel or attempt to learn from it. And, inasmuch as Jewish
society is expected to provide for its own needs, individualJews are not to accept
the solutions ofan alien system. This is true not only when these solutions are at
odds with the nativeJewish position, but even when the Jewish and gentile laws
dovetail: Jews are not to turn to the gentilejudiciaryeven if it will render a verdict
acceptable in Jewish law.91 The barrier is institutional, structural, national.
Having come this far, it isimpossibleto skirt that most concrete instanceof the
impactof non-Jewish law on the halakhicsystem: dina de-malkhura dina (the law of
the kingdom is law). The Jew is to abide by the laws ofthe land in which he lives.
The scope of the rule is not fully clear even in the relatively few talmudic sources
devoted to the topic. It is quite certain that it applies to areas of civiland criminal
law, particularlythose areaswhich were ofspecialinterest to governments, such as
taxationand penalties; but the lawof the kingdom is not law if'it interfereswith the
specifically religious obligations of the Jew. The rule is occasionally applied, as well,
to matters of procedure in the context of civil law, and it will affect, directly or

indirectly, relationsbetween Jews.None of this suggests the reception of gentile law
by the halakhic system.
The entire tapos can be seen, of course, as the legal counterpart of diaspora
existence, the ineluctable acquiescence to foreign domination. But medievalcom
mentators discussed the legitimacy of dina de-malkhuta, and were not satisfied to
take it as an expressionof the reality of power alone. After all, dina de-malkhura not
only impinged on intra-Jewish relationships; it could, according to some, directly
order them. Some measureof moral justification is necessary, then, if onejew is to
make demands ofanother in the name of dt~ de-malkhuta even contrary to Torah
law. For some medieval thinkers, royal power purchased obedience through some
variation or other of medieval social contract theory. Rashi, though, took even
more principled tack: the normative legitimacy of dina de-ma/khuta derives in his
view precisely from the fact that gentiles,as Noahides, are obliged in dinnim (law);
it is even possible(though no more than that!) that this fact establishes thf Jewish
obligation to obey this laW. 92 Now, Rashi's doctrine may carry the implication that
dina de-malkhura must abide by basic criteria of justice for it to be valid, since dina
ought to conform to Noahide din, itselfa command of God. A second implication
of this doctrine may be that dina de-malkhura will then form a continuum with
Jewish law itself. Nonetheless, one is hard pressedto find explicit acknowledgment
of this continuum or, and even more so, discussion of its implications.
Yet, this ought not to be taken to mean that the Sages were unaware ofgentile
law. In their business dealingswith gentiles,Jewsobviously had to abide by gentile
law and rabbis were no different than other Jews in this regard. When such
interaction required halakhic regulation from the Jewish side, gentile law became
an intrinsicpart of the pictureand the Sagestook account of it as a givenfact. Thus,
we find them discussing, in a comparative vein, common situations, assuming at
times that the gentile procedure was in fact rooted in Judaic legislation. Similarly,
sexual relations of Jews and gentiles (even if forbidden by the law itself) require
clarification from the legal perspectiveof the different systems. Occasionally, the
comparative interest seems fueled by the intellectual interest alone. Awareness of
the details of gentile law crops up, then, in discussions of modes of conveyance
(kitryan) and collection of debts; the forms by which marriage is effected and
dissolved; standards in the law of torts; and procedures in capital trials. By and
large,Jewishlawand gentile lawsare laconically placed in formal apposition; there
is little polemicor evaluation of the differentsystems.
Thus, the Sages discuss the nature of kinyan in gentile law: how do gentiles
acquire property? The two alternatives are by payment of money or by physical

89. B4ba Kamma 58a-59a; see also Baba Bathra 173b.
90. Sanhedrin 52b.
91. Me1cbilra to Exodus 21:1 (op. cit., III, 1- 2); Gittin 88b. See my comments in
"Medinat Yisrael ba-Pesikah ha-Hilkhatit," Dine Israel 13-14 (1986-88): 34-39.

92. Rashi, Gittin 9b 9u;. Fora survey ofviews on thelegal basis of theprinciple, see S.
Shilo, "Dina DeMalkhuta Dina,' in M. E1on, ed., Principles ofjewisb Lttw, 711-13. I dis
CUSS the historical impact of this principle on Jewish legal behavior in "A Note on the
Function of 'The Law of the Kingdom of Law' in the Medieval Jewish Community,' jewish
journalofSociology 15:2 (December, 1973): 213-20.
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movementofthe objectto be acquired (meshikhah). Significantly, one basictalmudic

discussion assumes that all this lies in the context of Torah law; that is, that the
Torah itseIf-teacheschow gentiles are to acquire properry.Purthermcre, gentile
conveyance is coordinated, in the discussion; with rhe.jewish.moder for Abaye,
Jews and gentilesacquire by different modes; for Amemar, they acquire in identical
fashion.51J \A differentdiscussion assumes that it is aetuaigentile practice which is
the subject.and merely attempts to prove anecdotally what contemporary gentiles
considerbinding conveyance without any explicitcoordinatiori withJewish prac
tice.94 Naturally: these two perspectives donot necessarily contradict each other;
the Sages may assume that gentile practice in fact reflects biblical legislation, and we
shallseeother indications of this habitofthought. The motive for thesediscussions
is also noteworthy, as Itderivesfrom the need to decide concrete issues faced by
Jewish law rather than a"theoretical interest in gentile law per se. (Indiscussion of
Noahide law, though, the reID1\atipns g?ve!ning rion-Jews are treated as matters of
inrrinsic interest.) A~ng(bekl1QJiownec{ pyaJew inpartnership with a gentile
need not be given toth~ pri~when, t,hen,is gentileo\\'!lershipeffected? Similarly,
the Talmuddiscusses how g~ntilesmake~Orive¥anc~ of13nde~ pn;)pem'; once again,
the concreteissue concerns busin~dealsinvolving JeWS andgentiles.95 R. Safra
uses gentile)aw .as.an indicator for Jewish law of usury; "what in their law is
actionableand must be paid ~ interestwillbe returnedto the debtor in our law."
Allinterestisillegal; but if itw;aspaj~, it is returned only.ifpaymentwas a resultof
a binding prior agreement. Geq.ple legalbehavioris a good test ofwhether a given
commercial arrangement consritutes such bipding pripr agreement.96
Our final inst;liwe is perhaps the most well-known of. all, at least in its
Maimonidean interpretarion.The ~hnah rules that if the ox of a Jewgoresthat of
a gentile, no payment is made; put if it is the gentile's gx whichgoresthat of theJew,
then full payment is exacted, whether the damage is caused by a "goring" ox or by
an "innocent" one (whichusually entailshalf,ratherthan full, payment). One of the
comments made in explanation of this Mishnahis R. Yo1}anan's brief statemenn "as
in their laws." Maimonides· understood this to mean that gentile law releases the
owner ofa goring ox from all responsibility, and thereforewhen a Jew'sox gores
a gentile's, one simplyturos the tablesand imposes their own standards on them.
Others explain the passage differently, The important fact, fromthe perspective of
our inquiry, is that the Sages possessed and deployed this additional bit of
knowledge of non-Jewish law of torts, using it to explainan otherwiseperplexing
93. Bekhorot 13a-b. Thediscussion attributed to Amemar is an extrapolation from his
comment in 'A"od4h Zttrdh 71a.
94. 'A1Jod4b Ltrah 7 La (Amemar).
95. Bahtt &tt:hra 54b-55a.
96. IJabaMe;ia 62a-b. Baba &thra 173b...,.174b similarly discusses thedifferent rules
governing collection ofloans from guarantors in Jewish and gentile practice.
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regulation. The Mishnaic rulein this readingwas formulated in reaction to the rule
operativein gentile law.97
Certainly, one should not exaggerate the extent of rabbinic knowledge of
gentilelawor the rabbis' interestin the topic. On the other hand, the materials just
cited represent explicitdiscussions ofgentile law;it is conceivablethat much more
liesunder the surface, aswe saw in our consideration ofJewishborrowingfromthe
gentileworld. Such rabbinic knowledge explains, perhaps, the assumption of one
famous Tannaitic passage that Jewish judges were competent to render decisions
basedon either Jewish or gentile law!9S,
The Sagesalso treat the gentilelaw of personal status.It is generally agreedthat
only the sexual connection itself effects marriage between gentiles; the purely
formal kiddushin and nissuin (components of the Jewish marriage ceremony) are
reserved for Jewishsociety.99 Once again, gentilelaw(in this case, Noahidelaw) is
derivedfrom the biblicalstatemenn from Adam on "a man will cleave to h'swife,~
and that, indeed, is how she is taken to wife. Gentilelaw ofdivorce is alsodifferem
from that ofJews, though here the Sagessuggest two options: either gentiles have
no formal divorce at all, or husbands and wives divorce each other in a perfectly
egalitarian way. Here too Scripture-Malachi 2:16-is called into play. These
discussions seemto answerto no practical need ofJewishsociety(theydiffer in that
respect from the matters of civil law raised earlier) and seem to represent a
theoretical interestin the moralshape of the non-Jewish world; this despite the fact
that, as Boaz Cohen put it, "the rabbis were hardly interested in comparative
law."'oo Yet, though these rabbinic positions are anchored in Scripture, we may
alsoask whether they do not also reflect contemporarysocial mores. Thus, Cohen
97. M. Baha Kamma 4:3, and Palestinian Talmud, 4:3(4b); Maimonides, HiL Njzkei
Mammon7:5. Fornon-jewish law inthetwelfth century asbackground to theMaimonidean
ruling, see B. jackson, "Maimonides' Definitions of Tam and Mu'ad," jewish LawAmwaIl

(1978): 171,n. 13.
98. Palestinian Talmud, 4:3 (4b); Baha Kamma 113a.
99. This is dearly the position of the Babylonian Talmud; see sanhedrin 57b. I believe
it is the position of the Palestininian Talmud as well (p. Kiddushin 1:1[58cD, which also
seems to allow forcohabitation alone astheformforeffecting marriage bygentiles (contra
B. Cohen,jewishandRomanLa1vI [New York, 1966], 378). Thesense ofthatpassage is,then,
thatgentiles have nomeans forconstituting marriage. Needless to say, this flies inthe fac~
ofactual practice (which is doubtless the reason why. Cohen reinterprets the passage) and
can r~fe.r:only to the ideal scheme as it is halakhicallY conceived. Bereshit Rahbab 18:5 [ed.
Theodore-Albeck, p. 166) supports Cohen with its distinction between nes:u'ot and d!'USot
butperhaps even in t~ text ncnlotmeans: bycohabitation. Be thatasit may, thefactthat
the Talmud thenasks whether gentiles do or do not have formal means for divorce must
mean .that marriage does exist for them, even if only constituted through cohabitation.
100. Cohen,jewish and Roman Law, 378. One wonders whether the specific point of
contrast between gentile law and jewish reality raised by R. l;Iiyya (in Kiddushin, op. cit; a
gentile couple which divorces, the wife remarries and is divorced, both then convert and
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plausibly suggests that R. Yo~anan's report that gentile wives divorce their hus
bands by presenting them with a rifudinis a referenceto therepudiumofRoman law.
Other aspectsof this discussion-s-the fact that infidelity by a betrothed person did
not consrinneadultery, for example-s-may also reflect gentile law as practiced in
the environmentof the Sages.'ql But iris also clear that the attempt to provide a
realistic. historical paralleltoeach rabbinic opinion leads to rather forced interpre
tations, as when tbe~tementtha.t God has given divorceto Jews but not to gentiles
is taken tom~n only-that ~vorce is.a part of religious law in the Jewish system,
while in pagan jurisprudence it is a civil transaction.102 Clearly, this analysis is an
attempt to account for the embarassing reality of divorce in Roman law. a reality
suppose9h' absent according to rabbinic theory (unlessone assumes that the Sages
found Roman law illegitimateon this point). Be all.thisas it may. it appears that the
Sages did have some interest in gentile law of~ersonal status, botb as ideal
construct and as it was actuallY put into practice.10
The ~PlSSionoflegal procedure also evokes an interesting glance at gentile
law.The Mishnahrulestbat\¥hen opinions arepresented in capital cases,the junior
judges speakbefore thC(ir seniors. The question is then argued whether "our law is
like their law" in this, respcctqr not. TYBically,. their Ja-.y is established by citing
Scripture (Genesis 38~24; ~ther 1:16) rather than by referring directly to actual
practice. thwl blurring its meaning; is it what gentilesactually do in reality, or what
they should be doing? Nor is Ute point ofthe discussion too clear; that is to say,why
are the ~agesjnterested here in the congruence (or noncongruence) ofJewish and
gentile practice? Rather than assuming rabbinic curiosity on a comparative level,
some haveIntegrated-this discussioninto its talmudic conrexr.Ifgentiles follow this
same procedure. arguesP'neiMosbe- then it is apparently a matter of reason (sevarah),
and hence common to Jews and non-Jews alike; consequently, no specifically
Jewish source for the procedure need be sought. 104 In this understanding of our
passage, gentile practice becomesan indicator of universal reason, and botb Jewish
and gentile law are presumably derived from that identical source.
wish to remarry) was the full stimulus for the question as to gentile divorce. Interestingly,
this preconversion activity influences the future status of the couple asJews.
101. 'B.Cohen,jtJjlishand ROJIIdnLaw,384-85, 378,337-"41.
102.: B:CPhen.jtJjlisb and Roman Law, ~g3 -84. On the other hand, both the question
raised bylL.l;Iiyya {n. 100 above) and R; Yol,lanan's reference to ~ (n. 101)indicate that
theSages kn(:w,fuU well thatin practice non-Jewish lawmade provision for formal divorce.
'103. Needless to 'say, the rabbis were familiar enough With pagansexual mores and
practices (including those that were legalized) to be critical of their immorality. See S. Baron,
Social and Religious HistoryofthejtJjlsl, 223-26,and, at greater length, Y. Cohen, "Demut
ha-Nokhri ... be-Tekufat ha-Tanna'im," EsbelBler Shwa 2 (1980): 39-63.
104. p.Sdnhedrin 4:7 (22b).Novak (op. cit., p. 65) states that the talmudic debateis
whetherJewishprocedure follows non-Jewish lawin thisinstance. Thisisnot explicit in the
text; and see Itnei Moshe (to whom Novak refers) who offers a different (if somewhat
strained) reading.
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FACTS AND VALUES

The Sages doubtless felt that they did not need the gentiles where valuesor norms
were concerned. They probably thought otherwise concerning matters of fact.
Here, truth was to be accepted-and, indeed, sought-whatever its source. This
distinction between facts and values (wooly as it may be) is perhaps at the heart of
the rabbinic assertion that the nations of the world do not possess Torah, but that
they do possess wisdom;105 we recall the normative rabbinic benediction "upon
seeing a wise gentile."106 I do not mean that the Sages claimedthat the gentileworld
was devoid of moral values. Rather, the Jew had divine Torah, and the gentile did
not; consequently, the Jew need not learn anything from the gentile in this regard.
The situation was different as far as wisdom was concerned: here God did not
necessarilybestow any advantage on His people Israel.107 Such wisdom indudes,
of course, information about the physical world and its workings. It wouldalso
include insight about the human world and its dynamics. Consequently, non
Jewish aphorisms and anecdotes pepper the Talmud and rnidrash (as Saul Lieber
man has shown)108 and more extensive literary borrowing is also a reasonable
assumption. Aggadot adopt and adapt common motifs and stories in a process ()f
mutual borrowing and exchange. Needless to say, the line separating facts 9:Qrn
values (or normative judgments) may often be unclear. In a famous and influentia]
passage, for example, the Talmud asserts that death is dependent on the observed
cessation of breathing. 109 Is this a normative judgment? Or is it a statement offset
which represents the scientific wisdom of the day? Classic halakhic discussion
assumes the former.110
105. Midrash Eikhah Rabbah, 2. For the ancients, "wisdom" doubtless included the
"science" ofastrology, which found adherents among Sages in both Babylonia andtheLand
ofIsrael, as S. Lieberman, Grale, 97-100, points out. See Berakhot 64a, Shabbat 119aand
156b, Yevamot 21b.
106. Berakhot 58a. It is also possible that Birkat ha-J:lokhmah, whichopens the interme
diateblessings of thedaily 'Amidah, refers to universal wisdom aswellas to Torah. Note its
reference to mosh and adam, generic terms for man, in its opening phrase. Butsee Samuel's
abbreviated version, Berakhot 29a, andespecially theexpansion of that blessing forSaqbath
night. Thisformula seems to exclude rhe broader possibilities raised by Pesa1}im 104a, for
example. For a broader collection of sources, see M. Wienfeld, "Ha-Bakashot le-Da 'at,"
Tar~48 (1979); 186-200; "Ikkevot shel Kedushat Yozer," Tarbiz 45 (1976): 15-26,
.esp: 19-23.
~
107. I amtoodogmatic. After all, "Ten measures ofwisdom weregiven to theworld; the
,J;.andofIsraeI received nine" (Kiddusbin 49b).
.108: Greek, 1-61, 144.-82; Hellenism; 3-19.
109. Yoma 85a.
110. See,.e.g.,J. D. Bleich, Contemporary Halakbic Problems 1,372-93.
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as a woman who opens the jarwhich her husbandhad sealedafterwarning her not
to tamJ?er with.it by any means; as Lieberman notes: "this parable was certainly
appreciated by the people who were familiar with the Greek Eve-Pandora."113
Thus, Pandora releases evilupon the world, while Eve (in this tale)is herselfstung
by the serpent (the jar itself is full of goodies); but the resemblance cannot be
accidental. and the pointed difference is probably deliberate.
Nor is rabbiniccontact with die surroundingworld displayed only in materials
that relate to the heroes of the distant past. The cycle of stories describing the
encounter of the Tanna R. Joshua with the Elders of Athens bears many resem
blances to the ancient Book ofAhiltar, which has been dated to the seventhcentury
B.C.E. To choose but one detail, both Ahikar and R. Joshua are required to build
castles in the air.

Literary Borrowing
The observation of human nature finds imaginative literary expression, and
rabbinicopennessto the literary forms and motifs of the gentileworld is probably
the equivalent then, of their openness to contemporary science. At the same time.
it is clearthat any culture assimilates only such materials as are appropriate to its
own basic world view. Thus, the Sages hardly borrow much from the erotic
romances of the time; indeed, evenJosephus exercises restraint on that score. It is
reasonable to expect, moreover, that the Sages will adapt or even transform
perhaps automatically and without much conscious thought-such materials as
they absorb. Furthermore, it has been suggested that certainof the Sages' literary
forms are uniquely.structured ("with no parallel in . . . world literature"), due to
the existential implications of Judaic theology and anthropology.III These cau
tionary notes aside,though, it appearsthat the Sagesshared in the literary culture
of their day, especially in its folkloristic and popular elements.
Midrashand aggadah will frequently cite popularadagesand words of worldly
wisdom; they are introduced with the standard phrase, "aspeoplesay," and there is
no reason to assume that such "people" are exclusively Jews. But, it is clearly
impossible to treat this topic from the obiter dicta of the Sagesalone, despite my
generalresolveto avoidspeculative discussion of i7!f1uencein rabbinicliterature. For
it is not so much a matter of asserting direct influence, as a recognition that the
rabbis are part of a sphere of culture whose materials pass with considerable
freedom between all its members.
A good example is the legend that Joseph'sbody had been placed deep in the
Nile River, and that the Exodus could take place only after Moses was finally
informed of its whereabouts by the mysterious Serah and had inducedit to riseto
the surface, fulfilling the pledge to Joseph that hisbody would be returned for burial
in Canaanwhen his brethren leftEgypt.Now,Egyptian lore had told that Typhon
had similarly put the dead Serapis in the Nile, from which he had to be liberated.
And the Talmud itselfidentifies the Egyptian Serapis with Joseph. Now, it seems
likelythat the motif, though borrowedby the Sages from the Egyptian milieu, was
used for their own purposes. It may well be the case, asJoseph Heinemann points
out, that this bit of "creative historiography" serves the estheticinterestof the Sages
by adding suspense to the Exodus narrative, but it is quite difficult to maintain that
it can be derivedsimplyfrom the hermeneutic process ofreadingthe Bible. Rather,
the Sages seem to be in contact herewith universal folk motifs and, perhaps, with a
specific aspectof Egyptian lore.1 12 So,too, R. Simeon b. Yohai's description of Eve

Ahikar orders eagles to be brought to him and ties to them a basket containing masons.
He then commands Pharoah's slaves to bring building materials to the masons, so that
they can start building . . . they confess that they cannot do this, and so they are
defeated. So it is in the talmudic story, with the difference that R. Joshua suspends
himself between heaven and earth by pronouncing the Name of God; hethen tells the
Elders ofAthens to supply him with building materials which theycannot do, and they
must admit their defeat. 1l 4
The characteristic difference in detail does not mask the similarity. Sometimes
differences are much morepointed, but these too disclose the commonuniverse of
discourse. It has been suggested that the Nazarite whose vow was respected by
Simeon the Righteous is the mirror image of (and retort to) Narcissus; both are
passionately struck by their reflection in a pool of water, but while Narcissus pines
away in self-adoration, the Nazaritededicates his seductive hair to God and saves
himself. I IS Needless to say. allthis raises mostinteresting questionsconcerningthe
aggadic activity of the Sages, their use of story, and their understanding of the
creative process in whichthey took part.We merely intend here to pointto the likely
interface between the Sages and the surrounding culture as indicator of their
openness to that culture and their use of its resources. I 16

Ill. Yonah Frankel, Dtrid ha-Agadah w-ha-Midrasb (Massada, 1991),338. The parables
in the Gospels show similar characteristics, butthat is because they adhere to theearly Jewish

pattern (p. 391).
1 1.,

u ....J,j!tlf to Exodus

13:19, 'A1Iodah Zarah 43a; Lieberman, Hellenism, 136-38.
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113. J. Goldin, trans., Tbe Flltbers According to Rabbi Nllthan (New Haven, 1955). 12
(which translates as Aboth de-Rain' Nathan, Version A, Chap. I, ed. Schechter, p. 6); S.
Lieberman, Hellenism, 136, n. 86.
114. BeJeborot 8b;,E. Yassif, "Traces ofFolk Traditions oftheSecond Temple Period in
Rabbinic Literature," Journal ofJrwuh Studies 39:2 (1988): 227-29.
115. Nedarim 9b and parallels.
116. Thework ofH. A. Fischel onliterary structure and content ought to benoted here
aswell. See his "Studies inCynicism and theAncient Near East," in J. Neusner, ed., Religions
in Antiquity (Leiden, 1968), 372-411; "Story and History: Observations on Greco-Roman
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of the science of the day. Now, since this behavior would (except for that saving
grace) have been condemned as pagan superstition, the Sages clearly realizedthat
it entered the Jewish bailiwick from the pagan neighborhood. This characteristic
was not, obviously, held against it. 120 Nor should we be surprised, finally, if R
Yo~anan craftily extracted the medical secrets of a wise gentile woman and
announced them to his students.121
Certain specific topics were clearlyofmoreinterest to the Sages than others,and
their investigation was a desideratum, though we find varying evaluations of the
significance of these inquiries. "Astronomic calculations,"which were apparently
relevant to calendricregulation,"are aftercourses of wisdom"-but they are not its
essence. 122 On the other hand:

The Sages-had little difficulty in accepting knowledge of the physicalworld from
gentiles; more broadly, we,may say that Jews have no advantage when it comes to
matters of fact (whether physical or not). Put theologically, Torah is not the
exclusive source for scientific knowledge, though it too can, if understood cor
reedy, reveal worldly wisdom. I hardly intend to define faa as over against value,
but I think it is dear that the Sages felt comfortablewith gentile knowledge of the
former and drew the line intuit(vely when grey areas posed difficulties. Despite the
general assumption that medieval Jewish philosophy stands at a considerable
removefrom talmudicculture, it is likely that the great medieval rationalistswould
also argue that they were studentsof gentilesonly so far as factual knowledge was
concerned, though it is dear that the range of the factual had been broadened
considerably. 117 Be this as it may, there were certain topics on which the Sages
found their gentile contemporaries to be their equal, if not superior.
One Such area was, medicine and its associated arts. A superficial glance at J.
Preuss's classic volumeon taJrnudic medicine reveals hundreds of instances in which
rabbinic physiological ang anatomic.knowledge parallels that of their Hellenistic
or Semitic contemporaries; the.same is true, as regards their pharmaceutical expertise
and their skill in the art ofhealing. 118 Indeed, this is as much as conceded by early
medieval authorities (Geonim) who argue that talmudic medicine is not normative
indeed, that it is downright dangerous-because it merely reflects the wisdom
available.historically to the Sages of the Talmud.119 Certainly, the Talmud is not
teeming with instances; indeed, medical information as a whole, while highly
valuedby the Sages,is not abundant in rabbinic literature.But one instanceis most
revealing.. I think. The Sages, as is well known, disapproved of pagan superstition
(darkei ha-emon), and treated it as a form of idolatry. Nonetheless, acts that would
otherwise have been condemnedwere acceptable(said R. Yol}anan)ifthey served
medicalpurposes; their empirical utilityproved them to be not superstitionbut part
Rhetoric and Pharisaism," in H. Fischel, ed., Essays in Greco-Roman iUld Related Talmudic
Literatu1't(New York, 1977),A43-73.
'
117. R. B~ya ibnPequdah and R.Abraham Maimonides aresomewhat exceptional in
this regard as they acknowledge the spiritual superiority of gentile (Sufi) models. R.
Abraham, interestingly, will claim thatthe Sufi masters have returned to biblical patterns.
118. J. Preuss, Biblisch-Talmudiscbe Medezin (Berlin, 1911). Or. Fred Rosner has pub
lished an English translation of this fascinating work.
119. The references have been collected by Reuven Margaliot in his edition of R.
Abraham Maimonides, Mill}amotHarbem(Jerusalem, n.d.),84, n, 18.Here isMaimonides on
rabbinic knowledge ofthe physical sciences: "The Sages . . . did notspeak about this as
transmitters of dictaof the prophets but rather because . . . they had beard these dicta
from the men of knowledge wholived in those times" (Guide 3:14). See also HiL Kiddusb
ba-lfodesb 17:28.
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R. Simeon b.Pazzi said inthename ofR.Joshua b. Levi on the authority ofBar Kappara:

Hewho knows how to calculate the cycles and planetary courses, but does not, dfhim
Scril1tUre saith, buttbey regard not tbe work ofthe Lord, neither bave tbey considered tbe Operation
ofhis hands~saiah 5,12). R.Samuelb. Nahmani saidin R. Iohanan's name: How dowe
know that it is one's duty to calculate the cycles and planetary courses? Because it is
written,ftrthis isyoJlt'wisdom and understanding intbe sigbt oftbepeoples (Deuteronomy 4, 6).
Whatwisdom and understanding is in the sightof the peoples? Say, that is the science
ofcycles and planers. 123
Here,R Joshua b. Levi apparently seesintrinsicreligioussignificancein astronomic
knowledge, demonstrating,as it does, the coherenceand wonder ofGod's creation.
For R. [ohanan, ironically, the wisdom which the Jew can demonstrate to the
gentile is his scientific expertise, or perhaps,the scientific expertise required for the
proper application ofJewish ha/akhah (rather than ha/akhah itself, as Deuteronomy
4:6 might indicate).
Considerable knowledge of physiology is indicated in the regulations for de
cidingwhether animals are unfitfor consumption as terefah (that is, an animal having
a fatal disease or condition).124 We are also informed that the studentsofR Ishma'el
engaged in the dissection of a human cadaver(the body ofa prostitute executedby
"the king;' Here, too, the motiveseemsto have been halakhic rather than medical
or intellectual, as they produced the kind of inventory useful for halakhic diseus-

I,

120. p. Sbabbat 6:9 (8c); shabbat 67a and lfu//in 77b. See

E~klopedi.a

Talmudit VII,

709~ 12.

121. 'Avodab Zarah 28a.
122. M. A'I'Ot 3:18, asinterpreted by Tiferet Yisra'el, ad.Ioc., andbyS.Lieberman, "How
Much Greek?" (above, n. ~2), 131- 32.
123. Shahbat 75a.
124. On a different subject, Rav tells that he spenteighteen months in thecompany of
shepherds, learning howto distinguish a passing blemish from a ptrm4TIenl one-informa
tionnecessary in applying the lawof firstlings (Sanhedrin 5b). For information on mattess
agricultural garnered from gentiles, see Shabbat 85a,and Rashi, loco cit.
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sion. .5 Now, there is no good reason to assume that in cultivating these areas of
knowledge, the Sages were totally self-sufficient and did not garner the wisdom
and expertise of the surrounding cultures and traditions.
The extent of physiological information possessed. by gentiles was surprisingly
broad apparently. Here is a discussion between Antoninus l 2 6 and R. Judah the
Patriarch as to when the evil urge (y~ ha-ra) and the soul (neshamah) each enter a
person:
Antoninus asked ourRabbi [R. Judah the Patriarch]: When isthe evil urgeplaced in man?
As soon he is formed [inembryo], he replied. If so, he objected, he would dig through
thewomb andemerge; rather isit when heemerges [from thewomb]. Rabbi agreed with
him, because hisview corresponds withthat ofScripture, viz., For the imtt.gination of11I41J'S
heartise'V/1ftom hisyouth[mine'urav} (Genesis 8:21). R. JUdah said: Thisiswritten mine'ttrav
[from his awakening}, whichmeans, from when he awakes to the world.
Heasked him further: When is. the soulplanted in man? Whenhe leaves his mother's
womb,replied he. Leave meat without salt for three days,said he, will it not putrefy?
Rather, when hisdestiny isdetermined. Our Teacher agreed with him, for Scripture too
supportshim: A// the whi!t nry brt4th is in me. and the spirit ofGodisin nry nostrils (Job 27:3),
while it is written, And Thy Providence hath prtst:nJt:d My spirit (ibid. 10:12); hence, when
didst Thouplace thesoul in me? When Thoudidst determine my fate. 127
The passage itself is far from- simple; it also demonstrates the complexities
inherent in our topic. Evil urge is not exclusivelya moral category here; but neither
is it exclusivelyvitalistic. Rather, it is on the border of the spiritual and biological,
as the egotistical drive will force the embryo out of the womb before its necessary
biological maturation has been completed. Nor is soulsimply a matter of the vital
life force, for it must have been evident to all-even on the basis of biblical
narrativesl-that the fetus. is alive, that it moves in the womb. Thus, the discussion
of Antoninus and R. Judah was not about physical science in the narrow sense but
dealt with the development of personality and, perhaps, moral traits.128 Yet, a
common language was found. Characteristically, it was not Antoninus's logic that

convinced the rabbi, but the congruence of his ideas with biblical verses.The irony
goes in both directions: the gentile may have hit the truth on the head, but his
method is not really authoritative; the Jew will appeal to Scripture, but only to
discover that the gentile was there first, in a sense, because of his superior logic.
These matters, then, may be understood by a gentile as well as-indeed, in our
case, better than-by a Jew, and by no common Jew at that. The dialogues of
Antoninus and R. Judah the Prince are usually amicable (as distinguished from
other polemical interchanges between rabbis and Romans). In this case, R. Judah is
willing to learn from his Roman friend. Interestingly, the story assumes that
Romans, too, spoke in terms ofy~ ha-ra and neshamah.
The possibility of a discussion between Jewish sages and Roman wise men in
which the Romans are judged to be in the right, is, as we might expect, restricted
to such "scientific" topics. Here is another discussion, this time one that focuses on
. the
astronomic realities;and here R. Judah the Prince is not a participant but rather
referee:
Our Rabbis taught: The Sages of Israel maintain that the galgal [celestial sphere] is
stationary [fixed], while the mazzaJoth [constellations] revolve; while the Sages of the
nations of the world maintain that the galgal revolves and the mazzaJoth are stationary.
Rabbi observed: Thisdisproves theirview [viz.] we never find the Wain in the southor
Scorpio in the north.To this R. Aba b.Jacob demurred: Perhaps it is likethe pivot of a
millstone, or like the door socket?
The Sages of Israel maintain: The suntravels beneath the sky by day and above the sky
bynight; whiletheSages of the nations of theworldmaintain: It travels beneath thesky
bydayand below the earth at night. Said Rabbi: And theirviewispreferable to ours, for
thewells are cold by day but warm at night.
It was taught, R. Nathan said: In summer the sun travels in the heights of the heaven,

therefore the whole world is hot while the wells [springs} are cold; in winter the sun
. travelsat the lower ends of the sky, therefore thewhole worldiscoldwhile thewells are

hot.129
125. Bekhorot45a. The matter is reported by Samuel, himseIfa physician andastronomer:
126. On AntQninus (who has been identified witha number ofRoman emperors), see L.
Ginzberg,]E, I, 656-57.
127. Genesis Rabbah 34:10.
128. The parallel to BmshitRabbah 34:10 in Sanhedrin 91b provides Berrshit4:7 withits

explicit mention of !Jatat(that is,sin) asprooftext, indicating that physical nature alone isnot
the topic. See Matlenot Kehundh to the midrash, adloc.Forfurther discussion ofthispassage,
see D. Feldman, Birth Control in JnJ/ish 14111 (New York, 1968), 271-73. Rabbi and
Antoninus conrinue to discuss the fate ofthesoulanditsrelationship to the bodyafterdeath,
but here R. Judah isexclusively the teacher, answering Antoninus's questions. SeeMekbi/ta
to Exodus 15, 1.

The specificsofthis discussionare intimately connected to ancient cosmological
assumptions and will not derain us here. Gad Zarfati's summary will suffice: the
Jewishsages, he reports, represent Babylonian cosmology which generally governs
various talmudic statements on the topic; that ofthe gentile sages is the geocentric,
Ptolemaic view. R. Juda~ the Prince does not only side with the gentilesages as over
against his compatriots then, but also rejects the traditional cosmology in favor of

129. Pesa1}im 94b.
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the "modern" (for its time, ofcourse) perception. 130 Now, this last topic may even
have bad.seme.halakhic implication. RAsher (thirteenth-century, Germany-Spain)
claimed that the role accordingto which dough for Passover ~ may be kneaded
only withwater whi.ch was,drawnfrom the well thenight before kneading (mayyim
she-Ianu), reflects the view ofthe gentile sages; since the sun travels "under" the earth
during the night, it warms the water in the wells, and this might hasten the
leavening of the dough and cause it to turn into bam~ (leavened bread).131
But the ability of the Jewish sage to discover scientific fact in Scripture can also
demonstrate rhe.sgpertority of the Sages' insular methods to the empirical science
of the day, and frustrate the gentile "philosopher":
A certain philosopher wished to know after what period of time a serpent bears.When
he saw them copulating, he took them and placed them in a barrel and fed them until
they bore. When the SagesvisitedRome, he asked them how long it takes a serpent to
bear. R. Gamalielturned pale[withshame} and could not answerhim. R. Joshua,meeting
him and seeing his face wan, asked him, "Why is your face wan?" "I was asked a
question," replied he,"and1could not answerit.""Arid what is it?""After how long does
a serpentbear?"",After seven years," he toldWm. "How do you know that?"he inquired.
"Because the dog. whicQ.is a. wild beast, bearsat fiftydays,while it iswritten, More cursed
art thou th~ all caule, 41Id thd,1l all beasts ofthefield (Genesis 3:J4). Hence, just as the cattle
are seventimes moreaccursed than the beast,so is the serpentseventimesmoreaccursed
than the cattle,"Ateventimehe [R.Gamaliel} went and told it to him [the philosopher},
who began to beat his head againstthe wall [in grief}, crying out, "All that for which 1
toiled seven years, this man has comeand offered to me on the end of a cane!"
It is not merely R. Joshua's homiletic method which is being celebrated here, or
even the richness of Scripture when mined correctly; it is also gentile science,
limited by its human parameters, which is lampooned.P"
.
Indeed, it is this conversation which is typical of the interchange with gentile
wise men which is described in the Talmud. Intrinsically, of course, the very
existence of any such discussion is evidence of rabbinic exposure to gentile culture
and, ostensibly, of rabbinic eagerness to learn from its proponents. But the actual
contents of these conversations as recorded by the Talmud (whether always
historically accurate or not) lead to a different conclusion. To begin with, the
description ofthe Sages' interlocutors as "philosophers" is far from definitive. Many
of the conversations are, in fact, conducted with Roman officials, sometimes with
130. G. B. Zarfati, "Shalosh He 'arot 'a1 DivreiTanna'im," T4rbi:{; 32 (1963): 140-42;
idem, "ha-Kosmographia ha-Talmudit," T4rbi1; 35(1966): 137-48.
131. Pesa1)im 42a and R. Asher, ad loc.Butnote Rashi, s.v. shellUlu, who citesthe b4raitha,
and not the opinion of the gentile sages. My argument in this section is fundamentally
Maimonidean; for Maimonides' use of Pesa1}im 94b, see Guide II:8.
132. Bereshit Rabbah 20:4. Not surprisingly, this midrash was a favorite of R. Yosef
Yavez (Or ha-lfayyim, chapter III).
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Hadrian himself. Occasionally, a single discussion will be found in a number of
versions, one identifying the gentile partner as a philosopher, the other identifying
him as a Roman emperor; this is true, for example, of the discussion of serpentine
reproduction cited earlier.133 The literary structure of rabbinic sage matched against
Roman emperor duplicated, ironically enough, a familiar topes of Hellenistic
literature, with the rabbi functioning in the role of philosopher!
The ease with which phiJosophershades into emperor dovetails with the basic
quality of most of these conversations. Most are polemical, with the gentile
(sometimes even a Roman matro1Z(1) questioning Judaic theology or the veracity of
biblical assertions, ranging from rhe way God created the world (or Eve) to His
dealings with the people Israel. Others are frankly folkloristic. But common to
almost all is a conclusion in which the Jewish sage successfully counters his
antagonist's challenge and roundly demonstrates the superiority of the Jewish
tradition. 134 It is possible, of course, that the historical reality was quite di(feregt,
and that the Sages conversed amiably and profitably with their gentile counterparts,
But talmudic and midrashic literature labor to produce an opposite impression.
Yet, let us recall that the talmudic conversations do relate to issues of religious
significance, and it is precisely in this area that the tradition must defend itself
against paganism; it will certainly not be corrected by gentile arguments. The realm
of facts is more open and less threatening, and here a rabbi may well be willing to
learn from a gentile philosopher, a R. Judah the Prince preferred the opinion ofthe
gentile sages to that of the rabbis in astronomic questions. 135 The most we can say,
then, is that the talmudic literary tradition has little interest in preserving these
academic conversations, just as it has little interest in preserving scientific informa
tion in general.

Imitation of Material Culture
Openness to or closure before the gentile world also expresses itself in the attitude
to material culture: dress, food, artifacts, utensils, art, domicile. Do the Sages require
the Jew to reject items that are distinctively Hellenistic or Roman? Needless to say,
haJakhab does sometimes impinge on the shape of physical culture. It has been noted,
for example, that stoneware is frequently found in Jewish archaeological remains of
133. See the parallel passageat Bekhorot 8b.
134. For a surveyof these conversations, see M. D . Herr, "The Historical Significance
of the Dialogues Betweersjewish Sagesand Roman Dignitaries," Scripta Hierosolymitan4 22
(1971): 123-51. A mostsignificantnumberof such dialoguesare reported oftheTanna R.
Joshua b. l;Iananiah; these are presented in Z. Bacher, Aggadot ha-Tannai'im, IIi (Berlin,
1922), 121-37. The conversationsof R. Akibaand the Roman prefect Tineius Rufus are
another case in point.
135. See Lieberman, "How Much Greek?", 131-32.
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the period; this reflects the.fact that stone (unlike other materials) does not become
impure and is, therefore, much more practicalfor use by kohamin(priests) and others
who abide by their standard. Halakhicregulations also affect the use of art forms,
in certain instances even decorative art. They cause, obviously, differences in diet.
None of these restrictions derive, though, from a rejection ofgentile patterns of
behavior, per se. And, all in all, they had .little impact on the realia oftalmudic
civilization. The three volumes of S. Krauss's Talmudische Archaeologie amply
document the common physical infrastructure ofJewish and gentile culture during
talmudic times; the many sporadic references in Lieberman's .Tosefta Ki-Fshutah
produce a similar portrait. IlCt Jews and gentiles dressed, to a large degree, in similar
fashion, and they lived in similar homes.
A small numberofTannaitic texts do challenge this assumption of indifference,
however, and it is to these that we shall now turn. It should be said that these are
concerned with what is apparently a narrow aspect of the material culture of the
time. Yet, even if understood restrictively, it is no easy matter to specify the
parameters within which these norms function; and ifunderstood broadly, they fly
in the face of much found elsewhere in talmudic literature. Indeed, some medieval
authorities claim that the Talmud itself is not of one mind as regards the norms
involvedY'
.
.

Sifre comments on Deuteronomy 12:30, "TaJuheed that thou be not ensnared to
follow thCn, and that thou i~ire not~fter theirgods, saying: 'How do these nations worship
their godS,' even so 'Will I do likewise. Thou shalt notdo so to the Lord thy God."
Take heed (to thyself)-this indicates a negative commandment-and that thou inquire not
after theirgods, saying-you should not say, "Since they go out dad in a toga, so will I go
out dad in a toga; sincethey go out wearing purple, so will I go out wearing purple; since
they go out wearing a tulas, so willI go out wearing a tulaf'- even SO will I do likewise
(12:30).138
.

Stfra comments as follows on Leviticus 18:3-4: "'You shall notcopy the practices of
the land ofEgyptwhereyoudwelt norofthe /and ofCanaan towhich I am takingyou norshall
136. S. Krauss, Talmudische Archat,!logie, 3 vols. (Leip~g. 1910). A Hebrew version
exists in four volumes: K4dmoniyyot ha-Ta/mud Vi, IIii (Berlin, 1924); II (Tel Aviv, 1929);
ll/ii (Tel Aviv, 1945).
137. ToSlljot, 'Avodah zarah l la, s.v. ve-ry; and see at n, 147.
138.SynDeuteronomy, sec. 81; ed. Finkelstein, p. 147; trans. Hammer, p. 135. There
is no certain explanationfor tulas, but most commentators identify ius an item of dress. This
passage appears as a cemmear.to the biblical phrase, "Inquire not afteuheir gods," but the
practicesmentioned have no religious content (attemptsto pusb the passagein that direction
do not impress me as successful). Perhaps elohim is taken in the secular sense of judges,
distinguished individuals, as elsewhere in rabbinic literature? For this topic as a whole, see
M. D. Herr, "Hashpa 'ot t1~oniyot," (n. 37 above), 88-93.
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youfollow their Jaws. My rules alone shallyou observe andfaithftllyfollow my Jaws. 1 the
Lord amyourGod":
\

Perhaps yousbould not build buildings or plant crops as the gentiles do? Scripture says:
"nor follow their laws"-that is, laws that are firmly established [engraved] for-them,
their parents, and ancestors. What Q() they do? A man marries a man" ~d a, .wQQ1an
marries a woman. A man marries a-woman and her daughter, a woman marriesrt-'0 men,
What has Scripture not yet said? For it has already said: Letnoone befo1l1ld dJnfmgyou who

a

cO,nsigns his son orddughter to thefire, orwhQ is"'!aztgw; soothsayer, a diviner, asorcerer . . .
(Deuteronomy 18:10- 11).139 Whauhen is the meaning of, norshallyoufollf1J!l their laws?
That you not behave according to their practices,things which have become firmly
established [engraved] among tbem, such as theatres, circuses, and arenas.
..
.

.

~

R. Meir says: this refers to the "Emorite practices" [that is, pagan superstitions, on the
whole] listed by the Sages.
R. Judah ben Bathyra says: that you grow no sidelocks or rrim tbe front . . .

Perhaps you will say then, "They have their practices but we have none." So Scripture
says, My rules . .. shallyou observe. But there is still hope for the Evil Urge, which can
muse:"their practicesare finer than ours."So Scripture says: Observe themfaUbftl/y,for that
willbeproofofyourwisdom and discernment t9 other peoples (Deuteronomy 4:6).140
Although the Scriptural verses to which Stfre relates deal with the cultic
temptations posed by the. peoples of Canaan and their culture.jhe midrash assigns
part of the verse to matters concerned not with religion but rather with f~tlion.Jews
were not tQ wear the toga or dress in purple. Were Jews to avoid, then, any item of
dress worn by gentiles? It does not seem so. Perhaps. at the time this midrash was
formulated, these were in fact the only items of dress which had not already b,een
adopted ~y Jews. The toga, we may add; was a national dress. Toga and purple,
moreover, were the formal habit of the Roman upper class, the administrators and
functionaries who came to Palestine. For a Jew who wore a toga did nor wear a
neutral, serviceable item ofdothing; be made a statement about his ideQtity. And,
139. The verses cited follow on Deuteronomy 18:9: "you shall not learn to imitate the
abhorrent practices ()fthose nations," and so are legitimately cited in the context of our topic.
140. SifraA~arei, Par. 9:9, Perek 13:9, Par. 13:9 (ed. Weiss, 85d-86a). My rendering
relies on translations found in the dictionaries of Jastrow andSperber; Interestingly, the
succeeding sections of Sifra deal with different aspects of Jewish-gentile relations in the
broadest sense, and form a short essay on the topic, as it were. Thus, 13:10-which laws
are required by reason and which are unique to revelation; 13:ll-wisdomofthe gentiles
and wisdom of Israel; 13:13-the status of a gentile who studies Torah; 13:14---'
martyrdom in the face of gentile threats.
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in fact, our sources-do not know ofJews who wear the toga; the typical Jewish outer
garment is the tal/it, which resembles the Roman pal/ium. 14 1 Sffre does not insist
that the Jew dress distinctively, that he be known as such by his clothing. But it
does make the point that there will be items of clothing whose symbolic valence
puts them out of bounds for a Jew. Here, perhaps, the fact that the clothes in
question designated the Romans, who were both pagan and conquerors, may have
been crucial.
Sifre does insist, then, that there is a line which cannot be crossed; that,
irrespective of the objective, substantive nature of a cultural pattern or item, it also
serves as symbolic indicator. Our case is difficult to characterize, as we have seen,
so we cannot decide whether Sifre simply forbids a Jew to wear what no other Jew
of his time wore, thus choosing to mask his Jewish identity; or whether it rejects a
specifically Roman style, Romans being what they were for Jews. But there is a line.
Perhaps, (QO, the consciously articulated, "Since they . . . so will I," focused the
ire of the Sages. (We recall a similar literary form in their ban on the wisdom ofthe
nations: "You might say, 'I have learned . . . so now I will go and learn."] For the
Jew this reveals his motive-not need or utility, but imitation.
Sifra is much more complex and varied. The opening passages make it clear that
the Jew is not expected to behave differently than his gentile neighbor in matters
that have no religious or moral significance. He will farm the same way and put up
the same buildings, and he may even take his neighbor as a model. But he may not
imitate the sexual perversion he saw around him (and these were matters forbidden
by the Torah in any case); that is the point of Leviticus 18:3-4, then. As to the
second passage, it is unclear whether the different tannaitic authorities are in dispute
or each simply adds to the opinion of his fellow; needless to say, the former
understanding would imply considerable debate as to the parameters of cultural
openness. Be this as it may, it appears that all agree that Scripture here bans activities
or patterns of behavior that are not grossly idolatrous and perhaps are not idolatrous
at all. Pagan superstitions are banned (R. Meir);142 so are specifically upper-class
Roman haircuts (R. Judah b. Bathyra). 143 Attendance at the theatre, circus, or arena
141. Krauss, Kadmoni.Y.JotII/ii, 200-01; Jastrow, Dictionary, 537. A midrashdoes deal
with the obligation to attach ~i~it to the toga, indicating that certainJews did, in fact,wear
it. See ArukhComplaum, s.v, tg (ed. Kohut,4, p. 19).See also Sifre Deuteronomy, Piska 234
(pp.266-67).
142. Elsewhere, the category invoked by R.Meir, d4rkei ha-emon; also includes the
Roman haircut mentioned independentlyin our midrash by R. Judah. See Tosefta Shabbat,
chapter 6(7).1 (ed. S. Lieberman, p. 22). For overall discussion of the items found in this
rubric, which fill two chapters of Tosefta Shabbat, see Lieberman, Tosefta Ki-Fshutah, 3,
79- 106. Subsequenthalakhic discussion is summarized in E7I!fYkIopetli4 TaImudit 7, 706
12. The distinction between superstition and religion is, asusual, difficult to define. AllI mean
here is that d4rkei ha-emori does not include worship of pagan deities.
143. The specific Roman hairstyle here intended is a matter of discussion. The kome; if
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is also forbidden; these all could frequently involve participation (passive, at least)
in objectionable activities (either idolatrous or immoral); or they may have been
banned as centers ofRoman frivolity. 144 With the exception of the Roman haircut,
then, the examples given in Sifra all focus on patterns of behavior which are not
only historically associated with gentiles. but are also substantively objectionable.
Our two Tannaitic sources stake out different territory. For Sifrez: the activities to
be avoided are intrinsically suspect, if not downright bad; the fact that they are
gentile habits is largely an accident ofbirth. For Sifre, on the other hand. the gentile
connection is at the heart of the matter; the issue is not one of religious or moral
impropriety but of national, cultural identity. This overall contrast has far-reaching
implications, for it poses the question of whether gentile origins or practice are
enough to disqualify patterns of behavior or culture for Jews.
The sparse talmudic discussion devoted to our topic continues, as it were, this
ambivalent tradition which unfolds through medieval and modern times. R. [ndah,
we recall, had rejected decapitation by the sword as a form of halakhic execution
("as the Romans dol because Jews are not to "follow their laws."145 The Sages
replied that since this procedure is already found in the Bible, it does not originate
with the Romans and is acceptable for Jews. They also argue that another such
phenomenon exists in the practice of funeral burning at rites for the kings of
Israel;146 though found among pagans, it also has biblical roots. The basic
assumption ofboth parties to this discussion is that the pagan, or Roman, or gentile
provenance of the practice would be enough to place it out of bounds for Jews
(were it not for its original and legitimating biblical roots). True, the issue-in the
case of decapitation-involves fixing (and borrowing) a legal norm, and this may
heighten rabbinic sensitivity. But all in all, it seems that the admittedly gentile
origin of the practice, the fact that it is clearly identified as Roman. is the crucial
aspect of the problem.
identifiedwith the Greek styleof that name(see Lieberman, Tosefta Ki-Fshutah, 80 -81). was
not idolatrous but, as F. W. Nicholson, "Greek and Roman Barbers," Harvard Studies in
Classical PhiloloCJ2 (1891): 5 1,wrote,"seems . . . to havebeen affected bythe fops of the
day." Growing a belorit, "on the other hand, may well have been a prelude to idolatrous
devotion" (see Lieberman, op. cit.), but mayalso be an indifferentadoption of the style.It is
not found in the Sifra, but is given in the list of Tosefta Shabbat. See also shirha-Shirim Rabbah
2:2:2, where the belorit is seen as parallel to kiI'ayim, a clear violation of Torah law.
144. Talmudicmaterials indictthe theatre,etc, on allthese grounds. for a summary, see
S.Krauss, Paras ve-Romi ba-Talmudim (jerusalem, 1945), 282-85. Maimonides, inciden
tally, mayhaveunderstoodthis sourceasforbidding constructionof such buildingsbyJews;
see Hi/. 'Avodah Zarah 11:1.
145. Sanhedrin 52b. Alternative ways of understanding R. Judah suggested by other
tannaitic materials are not our concern here.
146. Burning mayreferto the burning of clothing and other items, or to the burning of
incense; again, the matterdoes not concern us here.
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2:19), a fact which is usually held against him-so much so that this alienation
becomes an aggadic reason for his not being allowed to enter the Land of Israel.
. One midrash explains this incident by saying that Moses was dressed as an
Egyptian, hencethe mistaken identity; and Moses is taken to task for hiserror. This
tradition is a singleton, however. Elsewhere, this detail is not specified. or Mosesis
criticizedfor· allowing the Midianite maidens to present him.to their father as an
Egyptian without correcting them;his sin ofdenialwent.deeper than his Egyp.tian
costume. 150
To sum up:occasionally aggadotdofocuson the questionofgentile clothing. but
the vast majority ofthe parallels simplydo not considerthe point. Clearlyit wasnot .
an issue for the Sages.

CONCLUDING COMMENT

147. 'AlIodab 'Zarah lla.

148. This reading of the sources reflects Tosa}iJt, 'Avodab Zarah, ad loc. A different
reading is advanced by Tosaj«, sanhedrin 52b, 1.11. ela. These problems-which, as I have
suggested, areadumbrated intheearliest tannaitic<omments in Siftr and Sifra- wind down
the ages. See the materials collected in En;yklopedia Talmudit, XVII; 305-25. Fora more
systematic treatment, see H. J. Zimmels, "'Inyan Hukkot ha-Goyyim be-Shut," Seftr Yovel
Ie-Rabbi l;ld1lOkh Albec1t Oerusalem, 1963),402-24.
149. Midrash Le1t4J? Tov (compiled by Toviahb. Eliezer, 11th cent.) to- Exodus 6:6,
Deuteronomy 26:5. Forfurther materials, seeM.M. Kasher, Torab Sheltmdb8 (New York,
1954),239.

I confess that I havenot attemptedan analytic treatmentofthe relationship of Torah
to madda [general culture], that is to say, I have not attempted to discuss the
relationship of materials which, in native halakhic terms, would be designated
Torah and those which would lack this designation. Indeed. the first task ofsucha
discussion, to provideguidelines as to how these designationswould be made and
how such statuswould be assigned, is no mean assignment. It is likely, moreover,
that such guidelines would relate in part to context and could not simply be
descriptive alone.Be this as it may, my task has turned out to be moreliterary·than
philosophical. What I havedone is to considerthe express relationshipofthe Sages
and their work to gentile culture. The wisdomof the nations, in its variedforms,
hasstood in for madda, as I haveasked: Howdo the Sagesrelateto non-Jewish ideas
and literarymaterials? To be moreprecise-whatis their exp/icitpo/icyon thisissue?
What do they say when they express themselves on the topic, lind when they
considerthe matter from a normativeperspective?
In termsoftheir own work. the Sagesneitherappealto the viewsof their gentile
contemporaries (andit might be anachronistic to expectthem to do so),nor do they
debate tfem or polemicize against them. This is the major fact. Each page of the
Talmud speaks it loud and clear, mostcertainlywhen the topics of discussion are
halakhic. In this sense, the talmudic consciousness is self-contained. Its major
concernsare religious ritualand ethics, both personal and social.and its normative
system is worked out without express benefit of non-Jewish wisdom or sources.
The discussion focuses, usually. on literary materials, and these are drawn from
within the sacred tradit1~n itseif[Bible, Mishnah, etc.),
150. Shemot Rabbah 39:1. For the dominant tradition, see Kasher, Torah Shelemah, 94,
on.147- 148. Both Egyptians and Jews wore kil'ayim in Egypt (Shir ha-Shirim Rabb4h 2:2:2),
butthere is no accusation thatJews aped Egyptian clothing perse.
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This insistenceona specific textualmatrixis analogous(and perhaps related) to
the general talmudic disinclination to consider topics from the perspective of
universalreason alone; Yet, this parallel is not fully borne out. For, read carefully,
the Talmud does disdose countless valuejudgments and reasoned attitudes in and
between many a line.151 This simply means, (the views of some traditionalists
notwithstanding) that the Jewish Sage considers reason,goodjudgment, common
sense, and perception of moral truths, to be Jewish attributes no less than gentile;
they are simply human traits. The Sages do not compromise their Jewishidentity
when they appeal to theseand incorporatethem into the talmudic process. But the
situation as regards the use of opinions explicitly labelled Greek or Roman, and
derivingtheir reputation from that affiliation, is quite different. These do not have
any authoritative weight in a normative discussion, and they do not find their way
into the talmudic give-and-take. The processby which norms are established and
elaborated simply has no room for contributionsthat do not originate within the
tradition and its bearers; the "rules of recognition" do not include them.
It would be a mistake, though,to equatethis disregardwith hostility. Nor does
it indicate total ignorance, as we have seen indications that the Sages were not
unaware of the normative realities (as opposed to the philosophic views) of their
gentileneighbors. The Sageswere insularin terms oftb~ir own workand thought,
then, because-God had given HisTorah to the Jewishpeople and that was enough.
Its study and elaboration couldproceed in a fairly self-sustaining.fashion, building
on both the richness of the tradition itself and the perceived common truths of
human reason.
Factual information,as distinctfromvaluesor norms,could be appropriated,on
the other.hand, from any who possessed it, gentile-noless than Jew. Science is not
Torah. Knowledgeofthe physical world, psychological, and sociological truths
these are-frequently integrated into the-normative discussionand.are necessary for
the concrete.application of norms to specific instances. Yet, taken in their own
right, they would not qualify for a birkhat ba-T'Orab (the blessing recited over the
151. This topic is oneof the most discussed in the literature on halakhic theory and
literature. All toofrequently, lbelieve, thediscussion proceeds from positions developed in
the abstract and ignores the testimony (or at least the implications) of the talmudic
give-and-take itselft which is often unsuited to dogmatic theorizing. A good reading of
some sources canbefound in E.GQldman, "Ha-Mussar, ha-Dar, ve-ha-Halakhah," De'o: 22
(Winter, 1963~: 65-76. Forrecent presentations of thevarious arguments, see Volumes 6
(1987) and 7 (1988) cf theJe'Ulish.L4w A1I1UI41, which was dedicated to "The Philosophy of
Jewish Law,· Much writing on the topiC has !=ryStaHized around Aharon Lichtenstein's
now-classic paper, "DoesJewish Tradition Recognize anEthic Independent-ofHalakha?" in
M. Fox, ed., ModtrnJe'UlishEthics (Ohio State University Press, 1975), 62-89; fora critique
seeE. Borowitz, "The AuthorityoftheEthicaI Impulse in theHalakha," in N. Samuelson,
ed., RtdSonand Rt'lJeJatjon as Alltborityin Judaism (philadelphia, n.d.), 104-14. See N.
Rabinovitch, "Halakha andOtherSystems of Ethics," in M. Fox, op. cit, 89- 102, aswell..
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study ofTorah),and they need not derivefrom sacredsources. And ifscience is not
Torah, neither is Torah science; Torah does not claim to present authoritative
empirical information, certainly not in the total sense true of its normativeclaim.
Needless to say, the scheme just presented is too neat, too good to be true,
somewhat shallow. The Sagesexplicitly turn to non-Judaicauthorities for sources
of information only very infrequently; most of the time, their reports as to human
nature and social reality are drawn from personal observation and long-accepted
consensus. Conversely, norms may well be based from the outset on certain
assumptions about how human beings do, in fact, function; in that sense, the
tradition may make certain claims as to matters of fact even though these claims
rarely, if ever, surface as part of the normative processitself. But, despite all these
disclaimers, the Sages do not, in principle, rule out the possibility that their
discussion can be enriched by information drawn from the outside world.
As I pointed out earlier, the Sages rarely condemn gentile culture in principled, .
sweeping terms. There are famous exceptions, to be sure. A good example is R.
Isaac Nafha's dramatic assertion that Roman Caesaria and Jerusalem can each rise
only on the other's ruins, a statementwhich suggests that Judaismand Hellenistic
Roman culture are totally antithetical. Nonetheless, it is not clear that Caesaria
represents non-ludaic culture per se or, as seems more likely, an urban paganism
with its attendant immoralities and idolatries, compounded by the political con
flicts and historical realities of the time. Caesaria was, after all, the seat of Roman
rule over the Land ofIsrael at the time R. Isaac Nafha lived.152 Generally, in fact,
the Sagescontend with nationsand peoplesrather than with ideasand cultures, and
while this may amount to the same thing, as peoples are in essence bearers of
culture, .their comments may primarily reflect political rather than ideological
tensions, conflicts, and memories.
Gentileculturewillbe stronglyattacked when it is immoralor idolatrous. It may
seem that it is always precisely such for the Sages; but this is not reallyan accurate
impression, as muchofour presentationhas shown. Literary motifs, we haveseen,
are frequently assimilated. In any case, non-Jewish culture is not condemned by
virtue of its alien origins, as though it were contaminated by simply being non
Sinaitic.Isit unrealistic to expectthe Sagesto speakin such abstract termswhen the
more significant categoriesof idolatry and immorality are available and appropri
ate?Perhaps, then, I am makinga weak sort of argumentfrom silence. Nonetheless,
whatever halakhic materials exist reinforce my analysis.
All in all,the Sagesdevote minimal attention to the question ofwhether gentile
materials are fit for Jewish use; the issuewas not terribly pressing and perhaps not
terribly significant, either;' But whatever little halakhic discussion exists does not
152. Megillah 6a. For R.Isaac Nafha's (generally hostile) views of thegentile peoples,
see Z. Bacher, Aggadat Amore; E~ Yisra'e/ (Tel Aviv, 1927), IIIl, 204-9. On Roman
Caesaria, see L. Levine, Caesarea Under R011ld1/ Rule (Leiden, 1975).
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condemn 'gentile culture out of han&A clear distinction is made, for example,
betweenforbidden sefarim ~i?:on&;mand permitted gentile works, including such
pagan materials asHomer.The talmudic discussion of the study-ofGreekwisdom
(~okmat Yevanit) is indecisive;.indeed,ifa:condusion is necessary, it is probably
permissive. The fact that Greek wisdom is not forbidden for all Jews and in all
seasonsin its own right, asap intrinsicrefraction of idolarrous paganism, say, must
be appreciated, Similarly, the legislated bans (ga:erot) on Greek, however under
stood, reflect specific historical junctures; they are not, 1;>y definition, immutable
expressions of Torah law. Finally, the fullness of the talmudic testimony indicates
that the normative impact of even this negative posture was quite limited. The
upshot, then, is thatthe Sages do not fundamentally restrictthe intellectual liberty
of the Jewor require him to confine his curiosity, hisinquisitiveness, or his search
to Torah and its alliedmaterials. This is truedespitethe fact that, asfar as their own
work is concerned, the Sag~ show littleinterest in matters outsideTorah.
To sum up: geptile culane was peripheral to the rabbinic enterprise, at least
insofar3$ the Sagesp[~,nttllatent~rpri~e. It was superfluous in termsoftheir own
agenda, either as a resourceoras..a problem. Yet. by the same token, there is little
attempt to distance thejewfrom all thingsgentile. Andthere is evenless attempt to
distance him from matters ",hich. are intrinsically unobjectionable but are not
rooted in the Judaic tradition. 15 1

153. A most suggestive paper on our topic is Z. W. Harvey, "Rabbinic Attitudes
Towards Philosophy; in H. J. Blumberg, et a1., eds., 'open ThouMineEyes. . . . *: Essays in
Aggadah andJuddka Prtstnttdto Rtlbbi WilliamJ BrdUde~ 83-101.
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